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PC organizations
collaborate on
Diversity Week
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Left to right: Brendan Ward ’09, Laura Ferrazzano ’09, and Anthony
Cartofalso ’09 man a table outside McPhail’s during Freshman Night
Wednesday to collect donations for Relay for Life.

ral basketball players coming from the
gym played a few songs.”
Another fundraising event was held
in McPhail’s by the Class of2008, which
is trying to raise money for the upcom
ing Sophomore Outdoor Ball, Done with
Civ Barbeque, and next year’s Junior
Ring Weekend. On Sunday, March 19,
the class sponsored a poker tournament
with a $10 buy-in.
Representative Mandee Adams ’08
said, “It’s crunch time for us, so that’s
why we’re holding this now.”
The sophomore class officers cited
the recent poker craze and the fact that
no money would have to be spent on
equipment as benefits to holding this
type of fundraiser.

“We needed money, and this was all
profit, minus the prize,” said represen
tative Sarah Highland ’08.
Brian Beloin ’09 said he was glad to
have the opportunity to play poker. He
said that when he plays in the residence
halls, some resident assistants require the
money to be put away, so “it’s good that
they let us play here [in McPhail’s] in
an organized way.”
Besides attempting to raise money for
their events, various groups have under
taken fundraising efforts for charitable
causes.
Campus Ministry’s Children’s Out
reach and Hospital Outreach are plan
ning an event to raise money for a four
year-old boy named Edward Smith, who
Fl NDRAISINC/Page 8

Forum not lost in translation
By Chris Donnelly ’08
News Staff
Students and faculty members were
invited to an open forum to voice their
opinions concerning PC’s study abroad
program on Thursday, March 15, in
STUDY Moore Hall 111. The fo
ABROAD rum was held by the Fac
ulty Senate Study Abroad
Committee to hear imput from students
and professors before it submits a for
mal proposal to the Senate regarding the
changes the program should undertake.
Before the forum, the committee pre
sented two reports to the Faculty Senate
on the study abroad program this aca
demic year. The November 2005 report
contained the analysis of surveys the
committee conducted among students
who have studied abroad and faculty
members. The report issued in March
2006 featured surveys of seniors and
freshmen, as well as a focus group of
seniors. To look at why students choose
not to study abroad, the committee also
conducted a study comparing PC’s study
abroad program with some of its peer
institutions—Boston College, Brown
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Putting the FUN in fundraising
With more than 100 clubs and orga
nizations on campus, problems often
arise when it comes to allocating a lim
ited amount of money from the student
activity fee and try to proFEATURE vide each club with suffi
cient financial support to
plan events. While Student
Congress has examined this issue over
the past year, some student organizations
have taken matters into their own hands
by staging creative fundraisers, rather
than relying solely on allocated funds.
One such organization is the Anime
Club, which raised more than $100
through an event in McPhail’s on
Wednesday,. March 15, involving the
popular game Dance Dance Revolution
(DDR) and a bake sale. The amount of
money raised nearly doubled the club’s
2005-06 allocated funds of $125, accord
ing to club president Jonathan Arend ’06.
“The fundraiser itself was a great suc
cess,” said Arend. “People seemed to
have fun playing DDR on the big
screen.”
Arend said McPhail’s—with its pro
jection screen, sound system, and cen
tral location—was a perfect place to hold
the event, which was designed to attract
a broad range of people.
“We decided to do a DDR fundraiser
mainly because we figured that was the
most accessible thing for people who,
while they may not have ever seen anime
in their lives, could still enjoy,” Arend
said. “What surprised me the most was
the sheer amount of different people that
came to play—girls, guys, even intramu-
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With a 50 percent reduction in the study abroad fee, more students may be
able to take advantage of the study abroad program.

University, Fairfield University, the Col
lege of Holy Cross, Stonehill College,
and the Villanova University.
Those who spoke at the forum ech
oed the recurring issues voiced in the
survey. Housing, scholarships, the

course selection process, and the admin
istrative fee were among a wide range
of issues discussed at the meeting. Some
administration members, such Rev.
Mark D. Nowel, O.P., dean of under
graduate
ABROAD/Page 8

Think you’ve seen it all? According
to Board of Multicultural Student Af
fairs (BMSA) President Polyana De
Oliveira ’07, Providence College has not
seen anything like the
CAMPUS coming global diversity
NEWS festival Beyond Aware
ness: Around the World in
Five Days.
Beyond Awareness, sponsored by the
Balfour Center and more than 20 other
organizations, will be held March 27-31,
and will offer two events per day that
focus on issues pertaining to religion,
social class, gender, sexual orientation
and race. In efforts to raise diversity
awareness, there will be presentations of
art, music, sports, and food that span the
globe.
“The week is really to promote di
versity in general,” said De Oliveira,
i “Not simply cultural diversity, but all
kinds of diversity from socio-economic
to awareness in sexual orientation and
religion.”
Each day will touch on issues relat
ing to a particular geographical location
of the world, such as Central & South
America, Asia & Australia, Europe, Af
rica & Antartica, and North America.
According to De Oliveira, a “moving”
and “beneficial” event for students to
attend will be a FOMMA event on Mon
day night held in the Smith Center Con
cert Hall. A women’s Mayan theatre
j group will perform skits about gender,
socio-economic, and cultural issues all
in Spanish. For the English-speaking au
dience, De Oliveira added that a transla
tion will be provided.
Another event is Asian Food Night,
co-sponsored by BMSA and Amnesty
International. On Tuesday night there
will be Indian food catered by Kabob and
Curry, a presentation on the Hindu Caste
system, and student dances to a multi
tude of Indian songs.
“This is the first time we have held
anything like this [Beyond Awareness],”
said Ducha Hang, administrative coor
dinator of the Balfour Center.
Hang said she expects a much larger
student attendance at Beyond Awareness
than what is typical of multicultural
events held at PC. “The whole thing is
very exciting,” said Hang. “The whole
entire campus is involved.”
De Oliveira said, “If you were to look
at attendance at cultural events, espe
cially those put on by BMSA clubs, and
see how it lacks, especially in terms of
which students come, it seems to always
be the same students at all the events.”
But she does not consider cultural
apathy as the problem. “One might think
its cultural apathy, but I think in general,
students who are involved are willing to
go to many events. But they’re always
so busy hosting their own events, that it’s
hard to go to other organizations’
events,” said De Oliveira.
Sexuality Day will include a perfor-
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NEWS BRIEFS
Father McPhail steps down
On Tuesday, March 14, Rev. J. Stuart
McPhail, O.P., announced his decision
to step down from his, position as vice
president for student services.
Father McPhail, a faculty member at
Providence College for 35 years, has
served as vice president for the past 18
years.
He plans to take a year-long sabbati
cal and will return to PC as a professor
of theology in the fall of 2007. Father
McPhail will also assist the president’s
office, according to Rev. Brian J.
Shanley, O.P., Providence College presi
dent.
As of July I, 2006, Rev. Brendan
Murphy, O.P., will serve as vice presi
dent for student services. Father Murphy
was the College chaplain for four years
before leaving his position in 2005 to
pursue a master’s degree in higher edu
cation administration at Boston College.
During nearly two decades as vice
president for student affairs, Father
McPhail has been implemental in ex
panding student services and creating the
Student Activities-In vol vement-Leadership (S.A.I.L.) Office/Slavin Center. He
helped with renovating Slavin Center, an

undertaking that included the on-campus
bar and entertainment lounge that was
named in his honor.
The five on-campus apartment build
ings and, most recently Suites Hall, were
made possible in part through McPhail’s
efforts. He also facilitated the develop
ment of intramural and club sports and
was involved in the relocation ofthe Stu
dent Health Center and the Personal
Counseling Center, now housed in
Bedford Hall.
“[Father McPhail] devoted much of
his personal and professional life as a
priest and an administrator to make cam
pus life at PC a transforming and memo
rable experience for our students,” Fa
ther Shanley said.
—Megan Comerford ’06

Cell phone call foils crime
The Providence Police arrested and
charged two local girls with second de
gree robbery after a call on a PC student’s
cell phone led the police and the Office
of Safety and Security to the suspects.
“If students report these crimes, they
can be solved,” said Maj. Jack Leyden,
executive director of safety and security.
According to Leyden, on Feb. 2 at
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Rev. J. Stuart McPhail, O.P., is stepping down from his position as vice
president for student services after 18 years.

Left to right: Daniel Seseske ’06, Jillian Stout ’06, Megan Mooneyhan ’06,
Rachel Lefebure ’07, Caitlin Schlesier ’07 and Rev. Joseph Cassidy, O.P.,
presented papers at the 29th Annual Bioethics Conference: Definitions of
Life, held on Feb. 25 in Chestnut Hill, Mass.
10:30 p.m. near Bradley’s Cafe on Ad
miral Street, three female PC students
were approached by two females who
looked to be about 16 years old. The
younger girls ran off down Durham Street
after taking a handbag from one of the
students—which contained a camera,
about $30 in cash, a debit card, and her
cell phone.
The police were unable to find the
girls until the victim received a call from
an unknown person on her new cell
phone, which had the same number as
her old one. The student reported the
call to the safety and security office,
which in turn called in Officer Joseph
Madeira of the District 7 police substa
tion.
“He was able to ascertain some in
formation” after calling back the person
who had called the student, said Leyden.
Leyden said that after the cell phone
tip, three nearby locations were visited
by Detective James Marsland of the
Providence Police. Marsland talked to
one minor who admitted to being present
at the planning and execution of the rob
bery, and the mother of one of the teens
gave information as to who actually stole
the purse, Leyden said. Two girls were
then arrested and charged with second

degree robbery.
“If it wasn’t for the student providing
information as to who had called her on
her new phone, these suspects might have
never been arrested, the crime could have
never been solved, and more students
would fall victim to these types of
crimes,” Leyden said.
Though Leyden noted that there have
only been a “handful” of purse snatchings
this school year, he said that students
often put themselves in danger of a rob
bery or violence without realizing it.
“Young people in this neighborhood
are very streetwise and they’ll attempt
to take advantage of students who aren’t
aware of their surroundings,” he said. To
counteract crimes, students should travel
in groups and not be oblivious to their
surroundings.
Leyden also said that students are of
ten anxious about admitting they were
the target of a crime.
“For some students, it might be em
barrassing to have fallen victim to a
crime, but they should get beyond that
and report the crime so that the suspects
can be brought to justice,” Leyden said.
“The Providence police take these crimes
seriously. They follow up.”
—Jennifer Jarvis ’07

Campus Calendar for March 24 to March 30
Submit events at cowlnewsstaff@yahoo.com

Friday
4 p.m. “Plugged In”
guitar student
performance in the
Smith Center.
8 p.m. Irishfest in
McPhail’s.

Tuesday

Sunday
5-7:30 p.m. Asian
American Expo in
’64 Hall.

1 p.m. Psi Chi
Induction Ceremony
in ’64 Hall.

8 p.m. Junior Night
in McPhail’s.
8 p.m. Mini Golf
Night in Peterson
Center 100.

Thursday

7 p.m. “La Fomma”
theater performance
in the Smith Center
for the Arts.

3 p.m. “Job
Searching for
Seniors” workshop
in Slavin G19.

6- 9 p.m.
“Multicultural Sports
Extravaganza” in
McPhail’s.

1:30 p.m. “Job
Search Strategies”
workshop in Slavin
117.

7-10 p.m.
“Stuartstock” in
McPhail’s.

3:30 p.m. “Summer
Internship Strate
gies” workshop in
Slavin 112.

7- 9 p.m. Core
Curriculum Review
Open Forum in Moore
HalHII.

7,p.m. “Beyond
Awareness: Films” in
Moore Hall I and II.

5 p.m. Asia Food
Night in McPhail’s.
8 p.m. “Family
Feud & Fast Food”
in McPhail’s.

Saturday

Monday

Wednesday

JUDICIAL REVIEW

January 30, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Destruction
of property (for guest behavior),
Responsible. Guest responsibility,
Responsible. Unauthorized occupancy
of a residence hall room, Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine- $450, Guest Restric
tion, Disciplinary Probation through 521-06.

underage possession, Responsible.
Failure to comply with the directives of
a college official, Responsible. Failure
to complete sanctions in a timely
manner, Responsible. Failure to carry a
college ID, Responsible. Sanctions:
Fine- $250, Alcohol Education Class,
Parental Notification, Disciplinary
Probation through 5-21 -06.

February 1,2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol-

February 1,2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Visitation

Overnight, Not Responsible. Visita
tion- Over 60 minutes, Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine- $200, Disciplinary
Probation through 5-21-06.

college ID, Responsible. Sanctions:
Fine- $250, Alcohol Education Class,
Parental Notification, Disciplinary
Probation through 5-21-06.

February 1, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcoholunderage possession, Responsible.
Failure to comply with the directives of
a college official, Responsible. Failure
to complete sanctions in a timely
manner, Responsible. Failure to carry a

February 2,2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: AlcoholUnderage Possession, Responsible.
Providing false information to a
College official, Responsible. Sanc
tions: Fine- $250, Alcohol Education
Class, Parental Notification.
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Campus Ministry restructured
By Mallary Jean Tenore ’07
Associate Editor-In-Chief

In an effort to create greater unity
among individuals in the Pastoral Ser
vice Organization (PSO) and the Spiri
tual Liturgical Council (SLC), Campus
Ministry has revealed a new
CLUBS plan to restructure the orga
& ORGS nizations under one inte
grated group called the Pas
toral Council.
Rev. Thomas J. Blau, O.P., chaplain
of the College, said the changes—which
will be effective as of the beginning of
next year—have been instituted to bet
ter articulate the mission of Campus
Ministry and to help its members work
with each other more effectively. “In or
der to help people serve, help, and ap
preciate one another, we have unified
PSO and SLC,” he said.
Currently, PSO and SLC are divided
in that they have two separate executive
boards and they both serve different
functions. PSO—whose budget is cur
rently overseen by Student Congress—
includes activities geared toward com
munity service and social outreach, such
as adult literacy, tutoring, and Habitat for
Humanity.
Although also aimed at service, SLC
focuses on service at PC specifically, and
includes activities such as Eucharistic
ministering, evangelization, and the li
turgical choir. It receives its own sepa
rate funding from the Office of the Chap
lains. Combined, the two groups have
about 1,000 participants throughout the
course of a year.
According to Mary Rose Conroy ’06,
president of PSO, the term Campus Min
istry will still be used, but in a more gen
eral sense. “We’re trying to move away
from using ‘Campus Ministry’ for only
the people on the council,” she said. “We
want the term to be inclusive—as it
should be—of everyone that’s involved
in any aspect of campus ministry life,
from going on retreat, to lectoring at
Mass, going to Mass, working at the soup
kitchen, going on habitat, etc . . .”
Rather than have two separate execu
tive boards, the Pastoral Council will
have one unified Spiritual and Leader

ship Team (SALT), which will consist of
one president and seven different coor
dinators for finance, community life,
faith formation justice ministries, health
ministry, worship, and prayer.
The idea behind SALT, Father Blau
said, is to steer away from making the
Pastoral Council seem like a business or
a group with authoritative voices. “Ser
vice isn’t a group; it’s a way of life,” he
noted. Assistant Chaplain Rev. John Paul
Walker, O.P., agreed and noted that the
new structure will not only help create
less confusion among members of the
Pastoral Council and the greater college
community, but will also help strengthen
the Catholic identity of the organization.
“Our faith teaches us that spirituality
and service aren’t two separate things.
They’re two sides of one coin and they
naturally go together,” Father Walker
said. “1 think with the two organizations
being structurally separated, maybe that
truth hasn’t been as fully appreciated as
it could have been.”
Additionally, each group under the
Pastoral Council—such as Tabs for Tots,
PC for Life, etc.—will have one only
committee chairperson as opposed to the
multiple chairpersons that most groups
currently have. The idea is not that the
chairperson will do all the work for that
committee, but that he or she will be able
to share the work with other members in
the group, thus allowing for more lead
ership opportunities, Conroy said.
Kevin Moore ’08, who is one of the
three chairpersons of Habitat for Human
ity, said he thinks this change will not
only make his job easier, but will allow
other students to have a greater say in
the decisions their group makes. “From
my experience as Habitat for Humanity
co-chairperson it will be necessary to
create some form of Habitat board with
numerous leadership positions each re
sponsible for the tasks that currently are
completed by fellow chairpersons and 1,”
said Moore.
“I can understand how the idea of
creating less official Pastoral Council
chairperson positions may at first seem
upsetting to people, especially those cur
rently holding chairperson positions,” he
said. “Yet 1 think in the long run far more
people will be involved in the Campus

Ministry committees thanks to the pro
posed restructuring.”
The two current executive boards for
PSO and SLC have been working on the
restructuring plan throughout the past
year and have talked with students from
a variety of different organizations to
decide how the new plan can best serve
the College community.
“We found that people were confused
as to how to get involved and who they
were working with,” said Elise Italiano
’06, president of SLC.
Italiano helped distribute campuswide
surveys that addressed the structure of
Campus Ministry and the ways in which
the organization can improve. Many stu
dents, she said, were surprised that the
unification of PSO and SLC did not hap
pen earlier.

Our faith teaches us that
spirituality and service aren’t
two separate things. They’re
two sides of one coin and they
naturally go together ... I think
with the two organizations
being structurally separated,
maybe that truth hasn’t been as
fully appreciated as it could
have been.
Rev. John Paul Walker, O.P.

The surveys also enabled the execu
tive board members and chaplains to
determine what additional groups stu
dents would like the Pastoral Council to
offer. A ministry outreach group dedi
cated to working with high school-aged
students, for instance, is expected to be
added next year, Italiano said.
Conroy, who has been working
closely with Italiano on the establishment
of these new groups, said she hopes the
Pastoral Council will encourage the con
tinued growth of ministry service on cam
pus and in the greater community.
“1 think the Pastoral Council will

bring a lot to the campus and to the
greater community and I think it really
gives the opportunity for growth and new
ideas,” she said. To create a better vi
sion for the future of Campus Ministry
at Providence College, Conroy re
searched Campus Ministry and service
organizations at other colleges, includ
ing Boston College, Scranton, and
Villanova.
She also spoke with members of
Brown University’s Catholic Campus
Ministry to learn of the approaches that
secular colleges and universities take to
address service ministry. Most of the in
stitutions whose programs she researched
had a unified Campus Ministry organi
zation, similar to what PC’s Pastoral
Council will be.
Rev. Brian J. Shanley O.P., president
of the College, Rev. J. Stuart McPhail
O.P., vice president of student services,
and members of the Office of Mission
and Ministry, among others, have also
offered guidance and support in the de
velopment of the Pastoral Council,
Conroy said.
Liz Iannessa ’07, a chairperson for
Habitat for Humanity and an Encounter
Retreat leader, said she believes the re
structured plan will help foster a greater
sense of workmanship and community
among participants in both groups.
“1 think it’s a really great thing that
they are doing—combining the two. It’s
long overdue,” she said. “I know a lot of
people misunderstand that service does
not need money, but all forms of service
really are backed monetarily and the
chaplains can help us with that.”
Under the new plan, the Office of the
Chaplains will continue to fund SLC and
will begin funding PSO, which is nor
mally allocated about $7,000 from Stu
dent Congress each year. When asked
about the additional funding, Father Blau
said he does not foresee any financial
difficulties and believes that PSO and
SLC will continue to be given the fund
ing they need.
On the whole, he said that the Pasto
ral Council “wi.ll make it easier to speak
about service organizationsand will help
integrate new members and new initia
tives into our sense of service and our
sense of ministry.”

Students can now rock out to Ruckus
By Cate Rauseo ’07
News Staff

The days of downloading music ille
gally or paying for songs on iTunes are
finally over. This week, the College an
nounced a new addition to the services
supplied by PC’s Internet
STUDENT provider,
OSHEAN,
LIFE which will allow students
to download music for
free and provide many other interesting
services. Ruckus, a subscription-based
music download system, was made avail
able to students this week at no cost to
the College.
While students can download an un
limited amount of music during the aca
demic year, the service includes Digital
Rights Management which means stu
dents will be unable to listen to the mu
sic they have downloaded during the
summer months when the College’s sub
scription has temporarily expired. How
ever, according to Jim Rizzo, the
College’s helpdesk manager, students
can buy a subscription for the summer
for a cost of $10.
In addition, students will be given the
opportunity to receive a movie subscrip
tion at a cost of $15 per semester or sum
mer. This subscription will allow stu
dents to download an unlimited number
of movies from any on-campus location.
Students can also purchase “Ruckusto-Go” which provides the ability to

http://wapps.ruckus.com/cgi-bin/webobjects/ruckus.woa

PC students in search of free music downloads have to look no further than
Ruckus, a subscription-based music download system that PC gets for free.
download music to a supported portable
music player. However, Rizzo said, this
feature does not currently include the
iPod.
Faculty and staff members can ben
efit from this new feature as well for the
cost of $5.99 per month. This subscrip
tion allows for unlimited music down
loads.
Ruckus is also free to all students liv

ing off-campus. All that is needed to reg
ister to this network is a PC e-mail ad
dress. However, according to Rizzo, in
order to ensure that subscribers are still
affiliated with the College, students may
occasionally receive e-mails which will
require them to click on a specific link
from an on-campus location.
“This is as simple as checking your
e-mail from the library or one of the com

puter labs and clicking that link there,”
said Rizzo.
In addition to offering music and
movie downloads, Ruckus also provides
subscribers with the opportunity to up
load music onto a network that can be
viewed by the 40 other colleges and uni
versities which are serviced by Ruckus.
“This allows student bands and mu
sicians to reach a larger audience out
side of their college community,” said
Rizzo.
Also, Ruckus gives students the op
portunity to find new songs and artists
of interest by sharing playlists with other
students.
The opportunity to join Ruckus
pleased many students who will enjoy the
use of free and legal downloading of
music.
“1 think this is a good addition. Col
lege kids are going to download music
anyways, why not provide a legal atmo
sphere to do it?” said lan Orefice ’07.
“[Ruckus] will give me a chance to
get music for free on my very tight col
lege budget. Buying songs from iTunes
gets expensive,” said Elizabeth Morse
’07.
“I registered on Ruckus today,” said
Ashley McManus ’07. “It only took a few
minutes and I am already benefiting from
it. The system is fast, allowing me to
download music quickly.”
To sign up for this service, visit
www.ruckus.com, and click on “join to
day.”
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Lieutenant governor candidate King visits PC
By Meghan K. Welsh ’06
Asst. News Editor

In 2005, only two state budgets in the
United States produced deficits. The first
was Louisiana, hit hard by Hurricane
Katrina. The second? Rhode Island,
which is currently facing
POLITICS a $300 million deficit.
Statistics like these
and others were shared
with students and other members of the
Providence College community by
Kernan “Kerry” King ’65, candidate for
Lieutenant Governor of Rhode Island,
when he visited campus last Wednesday
evening.
“We’re number one in all the wrong
things and I want to change that,” King
said. “The decision makers in our soci
ety are not going to come to a place that
has high taxes and bad public schools.”
King formally announced his inten
tion to run for Lieutenant Governor of
Rhode Island in January. He will be run
ning on the Republican ticket with Gov.
Donald Carcieri. King said that he and
the governor are aligned in their opin
ions about the direction that Rhode Is
land should be taken in.
As the self-proclaimed “jobs candi
date,” King talked about the power that
jobs can bring and the importance of cre
ating more jobs in Rhode Island.
“Why aren’t we producing the num
ber of jobs we need to sustain our soci
ety?” King asked. King said that jobs
give us everything we need from a roof
over our heads to a sense of satisfaction
at the end of the day.
King offered many solutions for fix
ing Rhode Island’s many problems, in
cluding turning back high taxes,
downsizing the government, improving
public schools, and reforming the state’s
welfare system.

“If we start doing some of the right
things, then we will see a change in
Rhode Island in a more positive direc
tion,” King said.
A number of students questioned King
about his opinion on abortion. Senator
Elizabeth Roberts (D.), King’s competi
tor for the Lieutenant Governor position,
recently introduced a bill which would
fund abortions for people in Rhode Is
land who are on welfare, as well as fund
controversial third-trimester abortions.
“It’s a tough issue,” King admitted.
“However, I am personally opposed to
abortion and I’m very opposed to this
idea of choice that includes the ability
of a woman to decide in the third trimes
ter of pregnancy to abort a baby. It re
ally troubles me.”
King’s speaking event on campus
was sponsored by the PC College Re
publicans. President of PC Republicans,
Kyle Drennen ’07, said, “1 thought Mr.
King was very much in tune with the most
crucial issues affecting Rhode Island and
COURTESY OF THE KING CAMPAIGN
presented common sense ways of ad
A logo from the Kerry King campaign is featured above. King, a PC
dressing those issues.”
graduate, spoke fondly about his PC years during his talk earlier this month.
In between discussing his campaign
and issues that students brought up, King
Currently, the biggest employer in the for whatever reason want to be on wel reflected on his fond memories of Provi
state of Rhode Island is the state of fare,” King said. “We should help people dence College.
“Women did not go to PC when 1 was
Rhode Island itself, second only to the who can’t help themselves... but unfor
federal government. There are more than tunately you can go too far and the pen here and there was not a pub on cam
275 boards and commissions in place in
dulum has swung too far in Rhode Is pus!” King said, referring to McPhail’s.
the state. King noted that time, energy,
land. We’re now the third highest state “It’s amazing to see the changes over the
and talent is being wasted with the un- when it comes to welfare payments.”
years.”
When asked about his fondest
necessarily-large size of the government
King also faulted Rhode Island’s his
in such a small state.
tory of corruption and “sleaze balls” for memory of PC, King responded, “The
In his discussion of welfare reform, some of the state’s current problems, say camaraderie... it was a wonderful time.”
He also advised students to continue
King said that people can stay on wel ing, “This place needs to be cleaned up
to follow the lessons they learned while
fare in Rhode Island longer than any now.”
On a more positive note, King noted at Providence College to succeed in their
other state in the country. He felt this was
more harmful than good to people, who the many advantages that Rhode Island adult lives.
“The college motto is ‘Veritas’ has over other states, such as its ample
should be educated and trained for jobs
coastline and small, intimate size which truth— and if you follow the truth, look
instead of staying on welfare for such
long periods of time.
allows for tight-knit communities where for the truth and tell the truth, you’re
going to go a long way in life.”
“We’re attracting a lot of people that everyone knows each other.

Lt. Gov.

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB?
GOOD. BECAUSE
RED BULL IS
LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT BRAND
MANAGER ON
YOUR CAMPUS!

To find out more and to apply go to www.redbullu.com
or text the word SBM to 72855

IRISH FEST!
March 24, 2006
Come to McPhails from
8pm- 1 am for a night of
Irish Fun! Live music
provided by Classic Trax,
Irish Step Dancers, and
Irish food. FREE! Bar
with proper I.D. All are
welcome!!
(Gaelic Society t-shirts will also be available for $10)
Sponsored by Gaelic Society and BMSA.

Financial Aid Deadline Approaching
FAFSA Deadline: April 15, 2006
The deadline for filing for financial aid is April
15, 2006. All returning students who intend to
file for financial aid must submit their Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) by
April 15, 2006, by either filing on the Web
(www.fafsa.ed.gov) and using their PIN or by’
completing the Renewal FAFSA, also at that
Web address. Late applicants will be considered
for Providence College funds only if funds are
available.
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Executive candidates campaign at Q&A
have to say. 1 do respect the decisions of
the administration but I feel student opin
ion must be taken into account.”
Berroyer also wants students to be
The Providence College student body better informed of what is going on
is gearing up for another round of Ex throughout the College through an event
ecutive Board elections. On Monday, calendar both online and in Slavin where
March 20, about 50 students gathered in all groups, students and faculty can post
the Suites Pavilion for events. She also wants to reevaluate the
EXECUTIVE
the Executive Board current system of allocations, so that
ELECTIONS
Q&A, where the 19 more consideration can be provided to
candidates presented little-known clubs. She also wants Con
their platforms and answered questions. gress to foster a better relationship with
Elections will take place on Thursday, the student body. “Aside from inviting
March 23, and Friday, March 24, on AN [students] to attend meetings and heavily
publicizing on paper and by word of
GEL.
At the Q&A, candidates for Student mouth, 1 would like to make meetings
Congress President were each given five more open and inclusive... by having a
minutes to present their platforms and all less formatted meeting, allowing more
other hopefuls were given three minutes. time for student input.”
After all of the platforms had been pre
There are also two candidates for Stu
sented, the floor was open to students to dent Congress vice president. Brent Gil
ask questions to particular individuals.
bert ’07 has been vice president of the
There are two candidates running for Class of2007 for the past three years. If
the position of Student Congress presi elected vice president, he would like to
dent. Amy Baker ’07 is the current vice address issues such as diversity, schol
president of Student Congress and is also arships, club reform, better security both
on the Core Curriculum Review Board. on and off campus, beautification and the
She said that she believed that there are role of Congress within the college com
two major issues that need to be ad munity. “1 believe that Congress is an
dressed in Congress: access to informa organization that is both issue-based as
tion on campus and a relationship with well as class event planning,” he said.
the surrounding Providence community. “We are in a great position to make real
If elected president, Baker said she plans change on this campus because of the
to create two separate committees to face connection with the administration, and
these issues. The committees would be 1 would really like to make the most of
student-led with administration and fac this opportunity.”
ulty as members.
Nicole Picard ’08 is the second can
“It would be my commitment to see didate for Student Congress vice presi
that each committee has a formal pro dent. She has held the position of vice
posal ready to present to administration president of the Class of2008 for the past
by the end of the academic year,” she two years. One of her major concerns is
said. “Not only will these committees to improve the relationship between stu
present options for improvement... but dents and administration, closing the gap
this radical notion will also encourage between the two and creating a mutually
collaborative efforts between students understood respect. Once that respect is
and administration.”
created, Picard wants to address issues
Baker also said that a better system such as “the new athletic facility, differ
of checks and balances needs to be set ent strategies for ensuring security' and
up between students and the administra safety on and around campus, attaining
tion and wants to make Congress meet smaller but still significant appendages
ings more accessible to the student popu for the College, study abroad, housing,
lation. “In the end, it is my utmost con courses and finances.”
cern as student body president to create
Two candidates are running for the
an environment on campus in which stu position of Student Congress secretary.
dents are pro-active, and do not simply Julie Mark ’07 said she wants to increase
react to [the] administration,” she said.
student awareness of what Congress is
The second candidate for Student doing. “1 will make the minutes easily
Congress president is Amy Berroyer ’07, accessible to the rest of the student body
the current Junior Class treasurer. by making sure they are posted online as
Berroyer said she wants to make sure that well as printed out each week, displayed
Student Congress voices the opinions of in lower Slavin, and also filed as a hard
the student body. “[As President,] 1 copy in the Congress office,” she said.
would feel responsible to assert the ma
Alli Frechette ’08 is the second can
jority opinion, even if it was contrary to didate for secretary. She wants to make
the belief of the College and the Domini the position of secretary more influen
can Community,” she said. “We are the tial and work behind the scenes to assist
students paying to attend this institution other executive board members.
and being educated here, so I think the Frechette also realizes the importance of
College should want to hear what we keeping the student body informed of
By Meghan E. Welch ’06
News Staff

Amy Baker ’07

Amy Berroyer’07

Brent Gilbert ’07

Johnny Styron ’07

Allie Spivak ’07

Liz Iannessa ’07

Brian O’Connor ’07

Amy Caldwell ’07
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John Yodzis ’07

what is going on in Congress. “1 would
like to make the minutes of each meet
ing more public to the student body,” she
said. “In addition to having the minutes
posted on ANGEL, 1 want to send them
out through a campuswide e-mail or post
them on the Congress bulletin board in
Slavin.”
Johnny Styron ’07 is the only candi
date for the position of Student Congress
treasurer, which he currently holds. As
treasurer next year, Styron hopes to use
his experiences in the 56th Student Con
gress to improve upon his work in the
coming academic year.
In addition to Student Congress can
didates, the candidates for the executive
boards of Board of Programmers (BOP)
and the Board of Multicultural Student
Affairs (BMSA) were also present at the
Q&A. There are three candidates for the
position of BOP president for the 20062007 school year.
Allie Spivak ’07 said she hopes not
only to oversee and direct the 10 BOP
committees; she also hopes to co-sponsor events with other clubs on campus
and possibly with other schools such as
Rhode Island College so that larger-scale
events can be held. She said she also
wants to improve means of obtaining stu
dent feedback. “1 plan to turn one of the
two boards outside our office into a feed
back board, listing our recent events...
and providing a drop-box where students
passing by can write a comment about
the event,” she said. “Eventually, as we
continue to develop our Web site and
increase its usage, I’d like to make this
feedback option available online.”
Also running for BOP President is Liz
lannessa ’07. If elected, Iannessa said she
wants to make sure the Board is unified
so that they can more effectively plan
events that students want. She also real
ized the importance of getting student
feedback. “1 would like to initiate an
open-forum meeting next semester prior
to the board’s annual winter summit,” she
said. This would be open to the whole
school and enable the student body to
have more say in the events we put on.”
The final candidate for BOP president
is Kyle Casey ’07. If elected, Casey said
he wants to make sure that the executive
committee not only guides the 10 BOP
committees, but becomes a part of them.
In addition, he said he realizes the need
for innovative advertising for events,
especially with the loss of table tents in
the cafeterias.
“To streamline BOP, 1 would take ad
vantage of leadership opportunities by
having the executive committee mem
bers become intimately involved with the
business of each committee,” he said.
There are two candidates for the po
sition of BOP vice president, including
Courtney Hanks ’07. If elected, Hanks
said she hopes to reach out to groups on

Nicole Picard ’08

campus with smaller budgets to co-sponsor events with and wants to organize
events outside of the warm weather sea
son. “It is important that BOP focuses
on a few, large events when students hi
bernate in the winter,” she said. This can
yield a higher chance that events will
facilitate the bringing together of the stu
dentpopulation for memorable days and
nights.”
Ricky Faillace ’07 is the second can
didate for BOP vice president. If elected,
Faillace said he hopes to minimize event
costs by having committees plan ex
penses in advance. He also wants to facilitate a better relationship between
BOP and Student Congress. “BOP is a
sub-division of Student Congress, how
ever, as far as I can see, the communica
tion between the clubs is not all it can
be,” he said. “Hopefully, if elected vice
president, 1 can facilitate better commu
nication between the two groups.”
There are also two candidates for the
position of BOP treasurer. If elected,
John Yodzis ’07 hopes to better incor
porate the voice of the student body when
planning events, as well as look for bet
ter means of funding for large events held
on campus, especially the spring concert.
“1 will do everything in my power to
search out assistance from other depart
ments in the Providence College com
munity so that we may have the bigger
name we’ve been longing for,” he said.
Brian O’Connor ’07 is also running
for treasurer and hopes to use cost-ef
fective spending to avoid failed events,
excess supplies, and poor promotion. He
also said he hopes to co-sponsor more
events on campus.
“BOP, BMSA, and Congress are the
triple entente of Providence College,” he
said. “They need to open up communi
cation and effective cooperation in or
der to attain some kind of successful
unity on this campus, leading to better
events.”
Amy Caldwell ’07 is running uncon
tested for the position of BOP secretary.
As secretary, she said, “I hope to utilize
our use of ANGEL to improve our com
munication and organization skills, and
1 hope to challenge our members to bring
new ideas to the board and new events
to the school.
In this years’ BMSA elections, all of
the candidates are running unopposed.
Polyana De Oliveira ’07 will continue
in her role as BMSA president, Mike
Pennuto ’07 will assume the role of vice
president, Julia Paolucci ’07 will be trea
surer, and Jennifer Senosiain ’07 will be
secretary. All members of the future
BMSA Executive Board said they hope
to continue co-sponsoring events with
other clubs and hope to continue the
growing awareness of BMSA on the PC
campus as a cohesive club rather than
simply as individual cultural clubs.

Julie Mark ’07

Alli Frechette ’08

Courtney Hanks ’07

Ricky Faillace ’07
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Loyola professor discusses Katrina aftermath
By Richard Kurker ’09
News Staff
An audience of approximately 80 staff
and students got the inside scoop Mon
day night on exactly what is happening
in New Orleans, La., in the aftermath of
the flooding from Hurri
LECTURE cane Katrina. At 7:30
p.m. in Feinstein 400, Dr.
Eric Gorham, associate
professor of political science at Loyola
University in New Orleans, gave a talk
entitled, “Political Silence in New Or
leans: The Future of Service-Learning in
a City Losing its Communities,” in which
he discussed his personal experience
with Hurricane Katrina, the political is
sues that existed before the hurricane
came, and the political repercussions of
Katrina.
Gorham began his presentation by
talking about his own experience with
Hurricane Katrina. Having lived in New
Orleans for about 16 years, Gorham and
his fam i ly have become a part of the community. The city is known for its strong
Catholic faith, its music and food, and
even its “sin tourism.” Katrina took a
major toll on the city’s culture and on its
people, and Gorham said that the city
needs to be rebuilt.
“Everyone was impacted in a tremen
dous way,” he said. “New Orleans now
has vast problems, and community ser
vice can’t really make a dent in them.”
According to Gorham, about 20 per
cent of the houses in New Orleans did
not flood because they were on higher
ground, including Gorham’s home in
uptown New Orleans. He and his fam
ily have in the past months been hosting
friends who were not as fortunate, and
many of his colleagues and friends have
had to relocate to tiny high-rent apart
ments in obscure locations.
In addition to the problematic hous
ing situation, there have been many other
dilemmas in New Orleans. Mail deliv
ery only occurs on Mondays, and since
there are no mailboxes, residents must
go to the post office to send out mail.
Garbage is only collected once a week,
sometimes not at all, and there are ran
dom power outages. About three weeks
ago, the land-based phone lines started
to work again, but there are still glitches.
A couple weeks ago, a five-car accident
took place in front of Gorham’s house,
and it took ten minutes for 911 to pick
up and then an additional forty-five min
utes to respond. Traffic problems also
occur because the traffic lights randomly
stop working, a fiasco that Gorham jok-

KEVIN TASSINI ’06rthe Cowl

Dr. Eric Gorham delivered a lecture on the condition of New Orleans since
Hurricane Katrina and gave the Providence College community ideas on
how to help.

ingly calls “an adventure in terror.” In
addition, there are massive potholes
throughout the city, which Gorham at
tributes to the fact that parts of the city
are sinking. Before Katrina, there were
nine hospitals in the city of New Orleans.
Now, only one still functions. New Or
leans has become a dumping ground,
with 30-foot debris piles in some parts
of the city.
It has become commonplace to see
Red Cross markings on houses that indi
cate the Red Cross units that have
checked on the house, the date the house
was searched, and the number of dead
people found inside. Universities have
also been affected. Loyola University’s
library has become a control center and
the student center has become a dormi
tory for the National Guard. All eight of
the universities in New Orleans have had
to eliminate majors and let go many stu
dents and professors. Gorham even pre
dicts that one of these schools will cease
to exist in the next few years due to its
massive damages.
Economically, New Orleans was do
ing poorly before Katrina, Gorham said.
Now, after Katrina, these costs have be
come a bigger issue when dealing with
insurance for flooded houses. However,
New Orleans was not a rich city to begin
with. The city’s homestead exemption

Project REWARDS
Reinforcing Effective Ways to Reduce Daily Smoking

You can earn cash REWARDS for cutting down your cigarette
smoking!
You may be eligible to participate in a research study if you are:

> a current daily smoker
> between the ages of 18 - 24
> enrolled in college
•

Earn $75 in cash at your first appointment!

•

Earn between $210 & $523 in cash by providing us with

daily CO readings!
•

Earn up to $175 in cash for follow-up appointments!

For more information, please contact Polly at 444-1814 or
e-mail us at
RE WA RDS@Brown.edu
A Research project sponsored by Brown University and the
National Institute on DrugAbuse

allowed for the first $75,000 paid for a
piece of property to be tax-free; most of
the houses before Katrina were worth
less than that, so the city never received
much in taxes.
Gorham also commented on the
changes in social life as a result of
Katrina, citing statistics that indicated a
major decline in the black population.
Before Katrina, 25 percent of New Or
leans residents were below the poverty
line and 10 percent used public housing;
most of these people were unable to re
turn to New Orleans due to monetary
problems. Of the people living in the
city now, over 25 percent have no ac
cess to a car, and there have been dra
matic declines in public transportation
and education.
“Most jobs are low-wage, temporary,
and unstable,” said Gorham, “and most
are in the area of hospitality.”
The main political issues that now
exist involve dealing with the levees,
coastal erosion, and social justice. Ac
cording to Gorham, Katrina was not the
primary cause of the flooding in New
Orleans. In fact, New Orleans was on
the weaker, western side of the hurricane.
However, the hurricane was strong
enough to get past the floodwalls, which
Gorham referred to as “failures of con
struction” because no one had tested soil

softness to see just how effective the 3year-old floodwalls actually were. As a
result, water was able to leak through,
and the floodwalls collapsed, giving way
to the waves.
“Theoretically, New Orleans was pre
pared for Hurricane Katrina,” said
Gorham. “New Orleans was destroyed
because of the levees, not the wind.”
The state of Louisiana is also strug
gling with coastal erosion, losing “about
a football field of coastline every hour
and forty-five minutes” according to
Gorham. Social justice is an additional
problem, with armed police guarding the
borders of the city.
The upcoming political elections are
drastically different than the norm. With
23 candidates running for mayor, current
mayor Ray Nagin as the forerunner, can
didates must campaign in about seven
different states where citizens will be
able to vote.
With all its negatives, Katrina also
managed to bring some positive results.
The newspaper and T. V. stations have be
come critical and involved, the crime rate
has decreased, and there is more of a
human connection. Gorham also says
that New Orleans has received “tremen
dous mutual aid” and that volunteers
have been very helpful in rebuilding and
gutting houses as well as working around
the city. However, Gorham believes that
community service can only go so far, as
it cannot solve the problems of housing,
public education, healthcare, and public
transportation. Volunteers helping out in
the city tend to have a two-hour com
mute and live in tent cities, many sup
ported by the Presbyterian group First
In Service & Hope (FISH). Gorham said
that the best way to volunteer in New
Orleans is to work for small businesses
to help them recover.
In closing, Gorham said that the best
way to help can be done in one’s own
hometown by letting the political lead
ers know that money is needed in New
Orleans. He encouraged people to lobby
in particular for aid in public transporta
tion and highway improvement, funding
to fight coastal erosion, aid in rebuild
ing the New Orleans port, “the busiest
port in the U.S.,” and support for an in
dependent commission to supervise the
Army Corps of Engineers.
Gorham said he welcomes any help
that New Orleans can get from volun
teers and the government because he
hopes New Orleans can be rebuilt in the
near future.
“After all,” he said, “someone’s got
to do Mardis Gras.”

How far will you go
this summer?
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D.C. semester presents challenges at PC
By Beth Lenehan ’08
News Staff

Every year, a select few students are
accepted into the prestigious Washing
ton Semester Program to study at Ameri
can University in Washington, D.C.
According to Dr. Mark S.
CAMPUS Hyde, professor of politi
NEWS cal science and director of
the Washington program,
American University was chosen by PC
as an option for students because of its
strong academics, housing options for
students, and the quality of the faculty.
At AU, visiting students are in sepa
rate dorms, classrooms, and on a sepa
rate campus from regular students. The
visiting students live and learn with more
than 500 students from across the coun
try. The program only accepts four PC
students each year, but the number of ap
plicants varies year to year. Students have
a choice of either going in the fall or in
the spring.
Hyde said he believes that for some,
the choice may depend on the political
situation. If it is an election year, it is
better to go in the spring since in the fall,
candidates are usually out of the area
campaigning. Yet, no matter the semes
ter, Hyde said, ‘"The Washington, D.C.,
semester is a transforming experience;
every student who has gone says it was
the best decision.”
For this year’s applicants, applica
tions were due by Feb. 10, 2006. Each
application required a cover letter, ex
plaining their interest in the program, an
American University application and a
description of the independent study in
which the student will engage. A PC tran
script and a "‘Projected Studies Plan,”
that shows the studentwill still graduate

on time, are also required. Students must
have a cumulative GPA of at least 2.5.
The student applies to PC directly and if
the student is accepted here, then he or
she is automatically accepted to AU.

While American University
provides housing for students
studying there, there has been
some controversy concerning
housing options for these
students the semester they live
on the PC campus.
For the fall 2006 semester, Lisa
Mikhail ’08, Rachel Nitsche ’08. and Jes
sica Soja ’08 will be studying at AU; all
three are political science majors. They
said they felt the D.C. semester program
was more beneficial to their majors than
studying abroad and are looking forward
to the opportunities that it has to offer.
Mikhail will be studying Foreign
Policy and Nitsche is applying for the
American Semester program, “which fo
cuses on the study of American politics
and government.” Soja will not only
study in D.C, but also in another coun
try. By studying Peace and Conflict
Resolution, she is afforded the chance
to do a three week observation in the
Balkans.
While AU provides housing for stu
dents studyingthere, there has been con
troversy concerning housing options for
these students the semester they live on
the PC campus. One student was discour
aged partly by the housing situation.
Kristina Reardon ’08 said she was drawn
to the program because students are get

ting “real world job experience that you
can’t get in Providence.”
Unfortunately, housing selection at
PC occurs in November before students
find out if they have been accepted to
the Washington program, so Reardon
was reluctant to apply. If she signed a
housing contract to PC and was accepted
to AU as well, she would potentially end
up having to pay for two rooms. If she
did not sign a housing contract with PC
and did not get into the program, she
would potentially have nowhere to live
at PC for the following semester. Many
students have faced this problem in the
past and have cited it as a concern.
In addition, Reardon has a Dean’s
Merit scholarship that would not trans
fer were she to study at AU, though the
school does have its own scholarships
that students can apply for.
Soja and Mikhail each found people
to switch off with the semester they are
here. Mikhail and three friends leaving
for the fall will switch apartments with
four boys going abroad in the spring.
Finding people to switch with “worked
out by chance, but worked really well,”
Mikhail said.
On the-other hand, Soja found it more
difficult to find people to switch off with
and felt that the Office of Residence Life
“made it hard.” She and four friends fi
nally found five people going away in
the spring. Both girls attended the study
abroad housing meetings. While these
meetings were open forums, Soja felt
there was no opportunity to talk about
housing options. According to Soja, she
felt that students were left “with a small
window to find someone to switch with.”
As of now, Nitsche is living with three
friends in an apartment, but has not found
anyone to take her place in the fall. Stu

dents in this situation in the past have
been forced by PC to still pay for their
room, despite the fact that they are at a
college-sponsored program at AU and
paying to live there.
According to Dr. Steve Sears, dean
of residence life, students have four op
tions for housing: switch off with some
one going the opposite semester; sign a
rooming contract for the year and pay
even when gone; live in traditional hous
ing and overcrowd for one semester; or
the newest option, which is to opt not to
choose housing and be assigned tradi
tional housing with no overcrowding and
a 15 Meal Plan. When the fourth option
is chosen, the student must come to the
Office of Residence Life and fill out a
study abroad form.
Sears said he believes that the best
option “completely depends on the indi
vidual and what is important to them;
most important is to have a plan.” Sears
said that students need to be flexible and
understands it is frustrating for students
when they do not know their options.
“I know most people want to live with
friends, but compromise is important,”
said Sears. The important thing is to
come down to Res Life and talk to some
one—there is a resource to whom stu
dents can talk.” He also said he encour
ages students to come to the meetings.
The housing controversy is not stop
ping the three accepted girls from going.
Mikhail said it did not cross her mind
never to go. She would have paid for
the year of housing even if she had not
found someone to switch with.
“Eventually it would be worth it to
go,” she said. Nitsche had a friend from
Salve Regina University who went “and
had a great experience. I am hoping for
the same.”

Diversity: Around the world in five days
continued from front page

mance of Outspoken Playaz, a group
from Youth Pride and Gay Youth Advo
cacy. The group will perform original
skits and follow up with a discussion on
sexual orientation on March 30 at 4:30
p.m . in Slavin Center ’64 Hall.
“The big idea of this day is to get
people talking about homophobia on
campus and in the world,” said Mike
McClellan ’07.
In response to sexual orientation
awareness at PC, McClellan said,
“SHEPARD has been doing a fair
amount of events, but the problem has
been the attendance.”
According to McClellan, the problem
is not strictly among PC students, but
college students everywhere. “College
students in general, no matter where they
are, think its OK to use homophobic lan
guage.”

Funding for Beyond Awareness came
from a variety of sources, including the
Balfour Center and the Board of Pro
grammers (BOP), but also an outside
organization called Campus Compact.
Campus Contact is a group that Fa
ther Shanley joined when he became
President of PC, which resulted in the
grant.
“Every single college in Rhode Island
was a member of Campus Compact ex
cept us, that is, until Father Shanley,” said
Kim Ahem ’06, member of BOP Execu
tive Board.
The global awareness festival is cur
rently in its final stages of preparation.
According to De Oliviera, the last thing
left to do is challenge PC students to at
tend.
“Hopefully 1 won’t see just all the fa
miliar faces, but people who really want
to learn about things, things they may not
be affected by now, but will be in the long
run,” she said.

TRACY DONADIO ’06/The Cowl

Circolo Italiano’s St. Joseph’s Day event on Monday was just a “taste” of the
plethora of cultural activities scheduled for the Beyond Awareness Week,
starting Monday, March 27.
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Abroad: Open forum hears concerns
possibility or the housing concerns.
Both the students and faculty at the
forum spoke up about the application
process. Course selection was said to
be particularly taxing by the students at
the forum. The courses a student takes
while studying abroad must be approved
by the correct department head. The
Study Abroad Office helps students by
providing a pre-approved list of courses
that require no further authorizations.

continued from front page

studies, and Dr. Elizabeth McGovern, the
director of the study abroad program,
were in attendance to respond to the
questions and concerns of the other fo
rum participants. College President Rev.
Brian J. Shanley, O.P., who studied
abroad while at PC, was also in atten
dance.
Students who study abroad during the
academic year are charged a $1000 ad
ministrative fee, which has been reduced
from $2000 last year. The topic stirred
up strong emotions among the speakers.
Robert Dennis ’08 assailed the adminis
tration for what he believes is an unnec
essary $200 summer study abroad fee.
Like Dennis, many students criticized the
College for the financial burden the stu
dent is left with. Some of PC’s peer in
stitutions have their study abroad fees as
part of the tuition for the student body.
Other programs charge a fee if a student
chooses a program not administered by
the College.
One concern among faculty members
was the low participation rate in the pro
gram. According to the March report,
about 10 percent of the class of 2006
studied abroad, which is a constant fig
ure for PC’s graduating classes and is
significantly lower than its peer institu
tions. The freshman survey revealed that
61 percent of the class thought they might
do it, while 22 percent said they are cer
tain they will participate. If the current
10 percent participation rate extends to
the Class of 2009 continues, it would
mean an unfortunately high drop of stu
dents who are thinking about going
abroad.
“1 think the way Providence College
handles it discourages students from
studying abroad,” said Colleen Boyle
’07, who studied abroad in Costa Rica.

I would very much like to see
more students taking advantage
of the opportunity to spend the
entire academic year abroad
due to the benefits, both
personal and academic, derived
from such an experience.
Bridget Hayes ’08
PHOTO COURTESY OF TIM PISACICHlTlie Cowl

Tim Pisacich ’07, who studied abroad in Scotland last semester, stands with
his luggage in front of some i elephone booths in London.

One of the biggest issues for students
is that scholarships do not remain in place
for the study abroad program. During
the forum, Father Nowel spoke on why
scholarships do not currently carry over.
He explained that scholarships are like
“discounts” in that the College does not
give students money. Instead, it allows a
student to attend here for less. If schol
arships remained in place, Providence
College would have to raise money to
pay a host institution the remainder of
tuition.
As conveyed in the March 2006 re
port, other schools allow scholarships to
carry over when students participate in a
program administered by that college.
Although some departments, such as the
Department of Social Work and the Busi-

ness Studies Program, have programs to
send students to abroad, currently no pro
grams are directly administered by the
College. Many of the programs PC of
fers are managed by the American Insti
tute for Foreign Study (AIFS).
Housing is another difficulty students
face when preparing to study abroad.
Students during the forum complained
about having to pay a full year of hous
ing costs. For many of the colleges ex
amined by the committee, housing is paid
as part of the tuition.
“I would very much like to see more
students taking advantage of the oppor
tunity to spend the entire academic year
abroad due to the benefits, both personal
and academic, derived from such an ex
perience,” said Dr. McGovern as one

The committee was formed in April
2005 and consists of Dr. Nuria AlonsoGarcia, assistant professor of Spanish,
Dr. Piotr Chelminski, assistant professor
of Marketing, Dr. Charlotte O’ Kelly,
professor and chair of Sociology, and Dr.
Gary Culpepper, associate professor of
Theology, who was replaced by Dr. Liam
Donohoe. The committee is reviewing
what it learned at the forum and is work
ing on a finalized proposal for the study
abroad program at the end of the semes
ter. For the final recommendation, the
committee members are working with
Mandee Adams ’08, a representative
from Student Congress.
“This is a collaborative effort. We
have to have everyone onboard,” said
Alonso-Garcia. “I am optimistic because
the voice of the students is very strong.”

Fundraising: Creative ways to get cash
continued from front page

was bom with multiple disabilities stem
ming from a brain injury. The organiza
tions will be holding a game night in
McPhail’s on Wednesday, April 5.
For $5, students can play, among
other things, blackjack, poker, PC Jeop
ardy, Scattergories, and Taboo, with all
of the money going toward defraying the
cost of a $12,000 trip for Edward and
his family to the Institute for the Achieve
ment of Human Potential in Philadelphia,
which will develop a personalized and
intensive therapy program for Edward.

Colleen Sullivan ’07, chair of and she hopes to raise an additional $500
Children’s Outreach, said that she de at Game Night.
In trying to plan successful
cided to take on this cause after receiv
ing a letter from Edward’s mother ask fundraisers, however, there are always
ing what help PC might be able to give. obstacles, such as making sure the event
“I think this particular cause is im attracts the greatest number of students.
“You just have to think of activities
portant because hearing a story like
Edward’s shows students the importance and events that you know you and your
of life,” she said. “Most of us are very friends may be interested in and then
fortunate to be living healthy lives, where hope that it appeals to other students,”
Edward still very young is struggling to said Sullivan.
survive in his everyday life. 1 think a story
Arend said that if the Anime Club had
like Edward’s is inspirational and really sponsored a showing of a three-hour
puts things in perspective for students.” anime film, the club would not have
So far, Sullivan said that $1,000 has raised nearly as much money as the DDR
already been raised through a collection fundraiser.
box at the back of St. Dominic Chapel,
“You have to come up with an idea

Project MAPLE
(Making Adjustments for Positive Life Enhancement)

Females between 18 and 24
you may be eligible to participate in a Research Study
Project MAPLE is a study about the health behaviors of
young adults. The purpose of this project is to learn more
about how young adults understand behaviors that could
put their health at risk.

that showcases what your club is about
while at the same time having it have as
much mass appeal as possible,” he said.
Sophomore class president Ryan
Donnelly ’08 also emphasized the cirallenge of inspiring college students to
spend their spare change on fundraising
events.
“College kids only have so much
money,” he said, “and every club is ask
ing for money from basically the same
people.”
Claire Seguin ’08, a class representa
tive, said, “We try to tell kids that all the
money you put into fundraisers comes
back to you eventually.”

Relay for Life
2006!
When: March 3 lst-April 1st
Where: Peterson Arena

please help us raise money for

cancer research
• Compensation for interviews
• Free STD testing
If you are interested in learning more about this study, please contact:

Project MAPLE
444-0906

Enjoy FREE FOOD, MUSIC and ENTERTAINMENT with your
friends! It’s a fun and good way to
FIGHT CANCER!
Visit our link:
acsevents.org/faf/rr.asp?t=4&i=134500&u=13450075807003
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Students riot for labor in Paris
By Laura Bedrossian ’07
World Staff

For the past two weeks student pro
tests have erupted throughout France as
a new youth labor law drawn up by
France’s Prime Minister, Dominique de
Villepin, is being enacted
NEWS by the government. More
ANALYSIS than 20 percent of 18 to
i25-year-olds are unem
ployed in the nation—a percentage more
than twice the national average.
Clashing with the authorities, tens of
thousands of French citizens took to the
streets in opposition to the law, which is
geared to help solve the youth unemploy
ment problem, by enabling employers to
more easily hire and fire young workers.
“We are not disposable—we deserve
better,” said student Aurelie Silan.
“Aren’t we the future of France?”
Similarly, 19-year-old Fabien
Duquosne joined his peers in the marches
and said, “This law will take us back a
whole century in terms of social rights.”
Protests on Saturday, March 18, be
gan in the form of peaceful marching,
but violence ensued after dark. The chaos
included cars being torched, firebombs
being thrown and police using both tear
gas and water cannons.
Students constituted a large part of the
riot, launching protests in many univer
sities and high schools, including a largescale sit-in lasting three days and even
tually ended in violence.
“If the government wants to continue
using force, then we are heading towards
a serious conflict,” said Bruno Julliard,
president of the students’ union, UNEF,
in response to the police violence.
French unions have estimated the
number of protestors to be as high as 1.5
million, though the highest numbers pro
vided by French police are set at about
500,000. France’s trade unions, opposi
tion leaders, and students have said they
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PC
Who do you think will win
March Madness?

BBC

Some students in France protested a new labor law with a three-day sit-in at
the Sorbonne, while others took to the streets where violence broke out.

“The Celtics.”
Jess McGuinness ’07

will not stand for any compromises put
forth by the prime minister.
In light of the government’s refusal to
repeal the law despite the outcry, all of
France’s major trade unions have banded
together in calling for a national strike,
set to begin on Tuesday, March 28.
Union leaders gave Villepin a dead
line of Monday evening, March 20; to
withdraw the highly unpopular law. “If
nothing moves, we will propose prepar
ing a day of general work stoppages in
the coming days,” said Bernard Thibault,
secretary general of the powerful C.G.T.
labor union. The deadline having passed,
unions are in the process of urging mem
bers to strike on Tuesday.
Similarly, a call by university presi
dents to suspend the law has been made,
and a recent opinion poll indicates that at
least 68 percent of French citizens favor
overturning the law.
Entitled the First Employment Con
tract (CPE), the new law gives employ
ers the right to suddenly end job contracts

with those employees under the age of
26 at any time during a two-year trial
period without having to give explana
tion or prior warning to the employee.
The concept behind this law is that
it could encourage companies to be freer
and therefore bolder in their hiring poli
cies. The government feels that com
panies will hire more young people if
this stipulation is enacted. Students,
however, fear that they will lose what
little job stability they have.
The majority of France’s Unions are
also upset over the policy of firing with
out reason, claiming the idea to be un
principled.
Proponents of the law see it as a
means to reduce the high youth unem
ployment percentages, but those who
oppose it feel that it may ensconce the
current problems in France with job in
security.
Sources: Aljazeera, BBCnews, Finan
cial Times, The New York Times,
Reuters, The Times

“Not Duke.”
Kenny Hunt ’08
and
Dan Brennan ’08

Governments clash over farm subsidies
By Erin Egan ’07
World Staff

The first in a two-part series on
government farming subsidies.
Part one investigates the position of
foriegn farmers.

The business revenue generated by
cotton and all of its products in the
United States is estimated to be in ex
cess of $120 billion annually.
The Gross Domestic
NEWS Product (GDP) of South
ANALYSIS Africa, the highest of any
South African nation, is
$145,338 million.
These seemingly unrelated statitstics
are in fact an integral part of the case
against government subsidies for farm
ing. Many believe that the government
subsidized cotton industry in the United
States that has hampered the true poten
tial of Africa in international trade mar
kets.
American subsidies are also criti
cized as having opressed the 10 million
people in Central and West Africa that
depend directly on cotton production.
A subsidy is a payment by the gov
ernment to producers or distributors in a
given industry to help promote it.
Approximately 70 years ago, during
the Great Depression, the creation of
government subsidies in the farming in
dustry was deemed necessary. People
had lost the buying power to purchase

With the end of the Doha Round of
crops and drought and depression made
it difficult for farmers to harvest these the World Trade Organization (WTO)
negotiations on the horizon, the signing
crops.
The government aimed to control the of the domestic 2007 Farm Bill ap
supply and demand dynamic of the farm proaching, and a growing international
ing industry, which produces necessary dependence on world trade, much atten
tion will be paid to government subsi
commodities for the American public.
Today, subsidies have grown larger dies.
The most recent round of negotia
and have spurred what some argue is over
production of crops—generating large tions, held in Hong Kong in December
spillovers into exports—depreciating the 2005, produced no definitive plan on
price these products can fetch on the how to open up markets, but proposed
world market. The government paid more a deadline in 2013 for all agricultural
export subsidies to be lifted.
than $23 billion to farmers last year.
The lifting of subsidies would only
Government funds make it economi
cally plausible to produce and sell cer pertain to those in the particular export
tain crops below market equilibrium. If ing industry, as opposed to the root cause
it costs farmers $1 to produce one acre of of agriculture surpluses—production
com without government assistance, they subsidies.
In April 2004, the WTO ruled that
need to sell that acre of com for a net to
U.S. subsidies to cotton farmers were
tal above $ 1 to make a profit.
With a government subsidy of $ 1, unfair, although no substantial changes
farmers can actually give away their com resulted. In March 2005, a complaint
from Brazil on cotton export subsidies
for free and still break even.
Many say subsidies have allowed the led the WTO to deem them illegal.
The United States had until July 1,
United States to dump huge amounts of
inexpensive agriculture into world mar 2005, to act but no efforts to comply
kets. They believe that regions like Af were initiated. Many governments, in
rica cannot offer their farming industries cluding much of the European Union,
these same protections, causing them to also hand out subsidies and have disre
suffer.
garded the WTO decisions.
“Everyone is waiting for somebody
Along with production subsidies
granted to individual farmers, export sub to make an offer,” said Indian trade min
sidies give exporters incentives to buy the ister Kamal Nath.
agricultural surplus for international sale.
In 2004, U.S. taxpayers spent $264 Sources: OxFam, Wall Street Journal,
million funding cotton export subsidies— BBC, USDA Foreign Agricultural Ser
an amount five times the GDP of Nige vices, Environmental Working Group,
National Cotton Council, World Bank
ria, Africa’s second richest country.
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prosecutors from both New Jersey and
Pennsylvania.
Cullen’s kidneys will be donated for
transplant into the relative of a friend. As
part of the agreement, all costs incurred
during the operation on Cullen must be
paid by the organ recipient’s insurer. John
Hagerty, spokesman for the New Jersey
Attorney General’s Office stated that this
stipulation reflects the fact that the mat
ter concerns “a serial killer who is not free
to travel willy-nilly.”

Local:
Providence protests Iraq war
Hundreds of Rhode Island residents
marched through the cold in downtown
Providence on Sunday, to rally against
the War in Iraq. Peace activists marched
to the steps of the State House, where
speakers demanded the immediate with
drawal of all foreign troops. “Not one
more death, not one more dollar; the war
has to end,” stated Noah Merrill of the
American Friends Service Committee.
As part of a weekend of worldwide anti
war protests, similar rallies occured else
where in the state, including a protest in
Newport which attracted more than 100
demonstrators. March 19 marked the
third anniversary of the international
coalition of forces—led by the united
states

International:
Hamas chooses cabinet
On Saturday, Ismail Haniyeh, the
Hamas leader slated to become the next
prime minister of Palestine, submitted a
list of the 24 people who will serve in his
cabinet. This list includes 14 Hamas
members from the West Bank and 10
from the Gaza strip, as well as one fe
male and one Christian. The list will re
quire the approval of the Hamas-led Pal
estinian Parliament, and this approval
would in effect officially catalyze
Haniyeh’s term.
In Palestine’s January elections,
Hamas won 74 of 132 seats in parliament,
enabling them to form a government with
out the need for additional coalitions.
Meanwhile, international concern contin
ues to surround the transition, as a sig

National:
Convict to donate kidney
Serial killer Charles Cullen of New
Jersey was granted permission last
Thursday to donate one of his kidneys
while incarcerated. Cullen, who has been
sentenced to 18 life terms, admitted to
killing at least 29 patients with drug
overdoses while employed at several
nursing homes. The judge’s order is a
result of more than four months of ne
gotiations between Cullen’s lawyers and

College
News

Science:
Inhalent use prevalent
According to a recent national study,
34 percent of young people between the
ages of 12 and 17 who have experi
mented with inhalants come from fami
lies earning between 200 and 399 per
cent above the poverty line. Some of
these inhalants include lighter fluid and
glue, spray paints, and nitrous oxide.
Moreover, the report stated that 70 per
cent of these young people were white.
First time users were also just as likely
to be girls as boys with almost a 1:1 ra
tio. Almost 36 percent claimed that they
had experimented with cigarettes, alco
hol, and marijuana before trying inhal
ants.
The National Institute on Drug Abuse
noted that, “Inhaling chemicals can cause
a quick, powerful high similar to the ef
fects of drinking alcohol.”
The resulting side effects include sei
zures, asphyxiation, comas, heart failure
and death.
Sources: CNN, The Providence Journal

Monday, March 20, marked the first
day of spring, and while temperatures
may not have coincided, boatyard work
ers in Annapolis, Md., still celebrated.
In what has been a tradition since the
’80s, boaters burned their socks to sig
nify that warm weather will soon be ar
riving and boat shoes can be worn.
The Burning of the Socks ceremony
originated when an employee at a ship
yard, fed up with the cold winter, took
his socks off, soaked them in lighter fluid,
and then sat back to watch them bum.
On Monday, the event attracted over
130 employees and boating enthusiasts
to the shipyard.
Spectators drank red wine and de
voured oysters as the ceremony com
menced.
Michael Busch, an Annapolis resident
and speaker of the house in the Mary
land state legislature, told the crowd that,
“the sock bonfire is a way of remember
ing Annapolis’ bygone days of working
class watermen who brought in crabs in
the spring and scraped paint off the
wooden vessels in the summer.”
Sources: Reuters, Yahoo
—Kim Krupa ’07

Cinderella's abound in March

first time ever, the Missouri Valley Con
ference, a smaller conference than the
NCAAs six “power” conferences, sent
By Sarah Vernon ’07
two teams—Bradley and Wichita State—
World Staff
to the Sweet 16 round.
Even fisrt seeded University of Con
It was hard to ignore the increasing necticut, lauded by experts as the most
popularity ofNCAA college basketball, talented team in the tournament, was
especially when seemingly everyone- nearly defeated by 16 seed Albany. In
from die-hard basketball fans to those total, 10 teams so far have managed to
who had never even attended a basket defeat opponents who were seeded at
ball game began filling out their brack least five spots higher than them, tying
ets in preparation for the start of March the existing tournament record.
Validating the ability of these
Madness last week.
Although the Providence College Fri “Cinderellas” to emerge, commentators
ars are not competing in the tournament point to Sunday’s game between Bradley
this year, many PC students eagerly fol and Pittsburgh, in which the Bradley
low it, often abandoning homewoik and Braves won 72-66 in the second round.
tuning in to the opening round games. In the process, seven-foot-tall standout
Many experts consider the tourna Patrick O’Bryant became an instant star
ment—comprised of 65 teams from after scoring 28 points and snatching
across the nation—one of the best sport seven rebounds against heavily-favored
ing events in existence, partially because Pittsburgh.
The NCAA tournament has not always
of its nationwide appeal, but also be
cause of the ability of so-called under enjoyed such wide renown. First held in
dogs and smaller teams to trump the fa 1939, there were originally only eight
teams in the field. The “final four” con
vorites.
For example, Sunday, George Mason cept did not exist, and the final, held in
University, the 11th seed, defeated the Evanston, 111., drew just 5,500 fans. In
1958, Dartmouth won the Ivy League title
University of North CarolinaTar Heels,
last year’s national champion. For the with only 25 teams competing.

Weekly__
L

nificant part of Hamas’ charter calls for
Israel’s destruction. Hamas has in turn
continued to reject international calls for
it to renounce violence and change its
policies toward Israel.

ENOUGH
Burning socks signal spring

Spotlight

Starting in the ’70s, however, the tour
nament began to gain wider appreciation.
In 1979, the field increased to 40 teams,
which were seeded for the first time. The
final, in which Earvin Johnson led Michi
gan State to defeat Larry Bird’s Indiana
State, captured the attention of the en
tire country. Its T.V. rating of 24.1 is still
the highest ever recorded for a college
basketball game.
In 1985, the NCAA voted to expand
the field to 64 teams. This movement
was spearheaded by Big East commis
sioner Dave Gavitt, a former Providence
College coach and athletic director who
led the Friars in five NCAA tournaments,
including a 1973 trip to the Final Four.
Gavitt predicted that the new changes
would allow lesser known teams to have
a fair chance to compete, even allowing
unknown, “Cinderella” teams to topple
favorites.
Add to these changes the decision by
CBS in 1981 to air all ofthe tournament’s
games—giving the tournament much
wider coverage—and the stage was set
for the NCAA tournament to become as
popular as it is today.
In recent years the unpredictability
of the tournament has only increased, and
smaller schools have been able to build

up their talent pools. The decision of
the NCAA to limit the number of schol
arships a school could offer, from 15 to
13, made it more difficult for larger pro
grams to dominate recruiting.
Shannon Brown ’09, who chose Duke
to win it all in her theoretical bracket,
explained the appeal of the tournament.
“I’ve grown up watching the tournament,
so for me NCAA [tournament] is a huge
competition—especially if my picks will
beat my brother’s and my dad’s,” she
said.
While some students just fill out these
brackets for fun or for the bragging rights
if their top team wins, others have cho
sen to submit their brackets online, to
sites like Facebook and Yahoo! who both
offer prizes to those with the most accu
rate brackets.
But whether or not one’s favorite team
wins the whole thing or falters in the first
round does not seem to impact the en
joy ment of watching the tournament un
fold. Dave Jose ’07 remarked upon the
appeal of the tournament, noting that,
“Even if my picks don’t win, it is still
great to watch.”

Sources:ESPN, The New York Times, The
Providence Journal

Europe’s ‘last dictator’ clings to power

By Matt Sullivan ’06
World Staff
Lust Sunday, March 19, president
Alexander Lukashenko was re-elected
to an unprecedented third term in the
Eastern European nation of Belarus.
Many in Belarus and throughout the
world, however, have questioned the va
lidity ofthe election.
The results showed Lukashenko win
ning 83 percent ofthe vote with the closest opposition leader, Alexander
Milinkevich, receiving sixpercent.
When the results were announced, tens
of thousands gathered in Oktyabrskaya
Square in the capital of Minsk to pro
test the outcome.
By Monday the crowds had shrunk
but thousands still came despite threats
of arrest and violence.
Nations throughout the world have
said they consider the election illegiti
mate. White House Press Secretary

stated on Monday, “The United States
does not accept the results of the elec
tion. We support the call for a new elec
tion.” In the past, the United States has
called Lukashenko “Europe’s last dicta
tor.”
Likewise, the Organization for Secu
rity and Cooperation in Europe said that
its monitors had witnessed voters being
intimidated and harassed and saw many
voting irregularities. Many countries are
considering placing sanctions against
Belarus.
On Monday, Lukashenko delivered a
nationally-televised address in which he
lashed out at those who questioned his
legitimacy. He belittled his opponents,
claiming they were agents of foreign gov
ernments.
Having intitally threatened to wring
the necks of protestors, he snapped at re
porters, saying,“I see your neck is in place
. . Why are you so concerned?”
Lukashenko has been criticized by
western governments and human rights
groups throughout his presidency. While

Wikipedia

Alexander Lukashenko is the
controversial leader of the
Eastern European nation of Belarus,
still a member of Belarus’s parliament,
he supported a coup by Communist diehards against Mikahil Gorbachev.
Since coming to power in 1994,
Lukashenko has tightened his control by
disbanding parliament and filling it with
his supporters as well as arresting and
harassing opposition leaders while forc
ing others to flee in exile.

Lukashenko does not hide from his
image as a dictator. In 2003 he said, “An
authoritarian style of rule is characteris
tic of me, and I have always admitted it.
You need to control the country, and the
main thing is not to ruin people’s lives.”
Despite the repressive nature of his
government he remains popular in the
minds of some Belarusians. Lukashenko
has brought stability and order which
many Belarusians favor. This desire for
stability and order has led some observ
ers to believe that Belarus is less likely
to witness the type of uprisings that took
place last year in Georgia and Ukraine
which led to new elections, last year’s
elections in Georgia and Ukraine which
led to new elections after massive pro
tests.
Milinkevich remained hopeful that
the regime would be brought down. “I
think that the dictatorship will fall, not
on the day of elections... 1 can’t say when,
but I feel its days are coming to an end,”
he said.
Sources: BBC, The New York Times
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Art for
New era classified by communication
health’s sake
Kyle Drennen’07
Commentary Staff

by

by Kelly Jones’07
Asst. Commentary Editor

This semester, the Smith Center had
the privilege of hosting an exhibition of
the work of Joseph Beuys. His art reflects
tension, a lack of communication and an
ultimate sense of potential
healing. This sense of healing
ART is arguably a characteristic of
art itself—regardless of the art
ist—though Beuys is a stellar example.
Beuys’ biography is one of adventure,
but questionable in its validity. He was a
fighter pilot for Nazi Germany, and was
shot down over southern Russia. Alleg
edly, he was found and rescued by Tar
tars (a Crimean tribe) who nursed him
back to health. After making his way
back to western Europe, he spent time in
a mental institution, reeling from the guilt
and horror of his participation in World
War II and the trauma of his near-death
experience. He went on to become one
of Germany’s leading conceptual art
ists—artists who hold that art need only
exist in the artist’s or audience’s minds.
The fact that most of his story may
not be true is irrelevant. For Beuys, if
we can conceive it to be true, then it is
art, and we can link his instillations to
some sort of biography. For example, his
“Sled” of 1969 is a ‘found object’—
namely, a sled—which he assembled and
reconstituted as art. The sled makes ref
erence to the Tartars who allegedly res
cued him; a warm blanket and a flash
light give the sled a sense of warmth and
comfort that we can associate with heal
ing. In fact, Beuys generally sought art
in life, and healing in art—both interest
ing concepts, and not far-fetched.
Art intimately connects to life because
it always reconstitutes and re-establishes
itself to be recognized. You can never
see the same instillation or painting or
read the same novel twice because it will
always disclose something new. These
characteristics give art a sense of time
lessness and infinitude. In a sense, art is
useless; the artist expends him or herself
for intangible ends—not to satisfy bodily
needs or for material gain. Therefore, it
cannot be consumed and destroyed like
so many other human fabrications.
However, art is made by human be
ings. We are finite creatures and this fmitude plagues us. Beuys’ trauma of being
so near death is apparent in most of his
studied instillations. Furthermore, Beuys
seemed to use art to attempt to reconcile
his participation in Nazism. Haunted by
guilt and psychological demons, being
an artist provided Beuys with a medium
to express his gratitude at being reborn,
both physically and psychologically.
Beuys was given a second chance to cre
ate life with art, rather than destroy life
with war. For Beuys, art heals because it
provides an outlet to come to terms with
the experiences of death in his own life.
Art does not always have to be that
serious. However, its sense of timeless
ness is disclosed to the artist and audi
ence as a source of comfort in a finite
world. At the midterm, Beuys and his
exhibition in the Smith Center may serve
as a valuable reminder that the things
human beings create can outlast their
creators.
That paper you are struggling with,
though it seems to serve no purpose other
than being a vehicle to evaluate your
ability to reiterate information, is actu
ally a testament to the permanence hu
man beings can constitute in the world.
The mid-semester is a great time to men
tion that to your professors.

Last week, Rev. Brian J. Shanley, O.P.
sent an e-mail to the Providence College
community informing us that after 18
years as Vice President of Student Services, Rev. J. Stuart
McPhail, O.P. will be step
CAMPUS
ping down from his posi
tion at the end of the school
year. Rev. Brendan Murphy, O.P., PC’s
former chaplain, will take over on July
1. For some on campus, this news is in
dicative of a larger shift throughout the
administration, first with Father Shanley
becoming president and now with this
latest change in college leadership. This
is probably an accurate observation, but
not for the reasons that some on this cam
pus would have hoped for
Traditionally, there has always been
tension between students and adminis
tration on college campuses across the
country. However, here at PC the ten
sions have tended to be increased by the
College’s commitment to traditional
Catholic values—values which are often
at odds with modern social thought. PC
students continually push for greater
freedom on campus, against parietals,
fighting to keep coed dorms, and trying
to express controversial points of view,
either in student publications or through
student activities. Many students on
campus would say they have been stifled
at every attempt and one day hope for a
more liberal administration with whom
they can work.
Some wondered if the new adminis
tration would begin to bring about such
a change. To many, Father Shanley’s
openness about campus issues, willing
ness to interact with faculty and students
on a regular basis, and general down-toearth personality made it seem like he

may take a more liberal view toward
college policies. However, it soon be
came clear that Father Shanley was just
as committed to traditional Catholic val
ues as his predecessor—perhaps even
more so by prohibiting the performance
of The Vagina Monologues. Despite
this, Father Shanley is still viewed in a
positive light among many students and
administrators.
The basic reason behind this is the
fact that Father Shanley has a very ef
fective communication style. The values
have remained the same, the commit
ment to them has even strengthened, but
the way of expressing these values has
changed. This is why PC is entering a
new era—not because the College is
becoming more liberal, but because it is
becoming more effective at promoting
its Catholic mission. For this, the ad
ministration should be applauded.
Something important for students to
realize is that the College’s policies are
not designed to simply control and re
strict students, but to make students bet
ter people. Rules are not meant to im
prison people, but rather to set people
free, this is the foundation of Catholic
theology.
By enforcing parietals, the College
is trying to allow healthy interaction be
tween men and women, while minimiz
ing the emphasis on purely sexual rela
tionships. This is the thinking behind
the reduction of co-ed dorms. The place
on campus where interaction between
men and women is most important is in
the classroom, a place where people are
respected for what they think, not sim
ply how they look. Also, one should re
member that PC becoming coed was a
major change that the school adopted
and one which greatly improved the
school. This is something to keep in
mind when claiming that the adminis

tration is never willing to budge on seri
ous issues.
We are currently seeing the new ad
ministration start to explain the rational
ity behind its policies and treat students
as responsible adults who can understand
such rationality. For this reason, even
many who disagree with Father Shanley’s
policies, respect him for his willingness
to discuss his decisions in an open man
ner.
As Father Murphy, who I believe be
came very popular with students as chap
lain, takes over as vice president of stu
dent services, he will maintain the same
commitment to the school’s Catholic mis
sion as Father McPhail. However, his
personal communication style will prob
ably be somewhat more appealing to stu
dents. As a result, I believe tensions be
tween students and the administration
will continue to ease, allowing both sides
to better understand one another, lead
ing to a better college experience.
People do not always realize the
power of effective communication. A
person with good communication skills
can often win support for their policies,
even if such policies are considered con
troversial. However, a person with poor
communication skills can find it difficult
to find support for even moderate poli
cies. By communicating our school’s
Catholic values in a more effective man
ner, the current administration will be
able to commit itself to those values more
strongly while earning the respect of stu
dents and faculty at the same time. This
change will strengthen Providence Col
lege and its mission.
Finally, I would like to thank Father
McPhail for his many years of service to
the College, something that 1 think all
people can appreciate, even if they have
had disagreements with his policies in teh
past.

South Dakota ... corn and Harleys, but no abortion
Colleen Flynn ’07
Commentary Staff

by

For years I was never quite sure if
South Dakota really existed. Sure, my
third grade geography lessons taught me
that Pierre was the capital and that Mount
Rushmore was floating
NATION around somewhere, but I
could not put my full faith
in South Dakota’s reality.
What happens in the state anyway? Af
ter studying abroad and being introduced
to three real-life South Dakota residents,
I found out that quite a bit goes on in SoDak. From the obvious Mount Rushmore
to the Black Hills and the Badlands,
South Dakota has a lot to offer. General
Custer and Chief Crazy Horse roamed
the landscape and possibly took a dip in
the Mammoth Hot Springs. Being the
daughter of a Harley Davidson aficio
nado, I now simply must visit the annual
Sturgis Motorcycle Rally; where else
could I make $2000 in a week for teas
ing my hair and serving a few drinks to
some friendly bikers?
Yet with the newly passed ban on
abortion, South Dakota’s tourism indus
try may be facing a crisis. Written into
law on March 6 and set to take effect in
July, the bill has the strictest abortion
regulations in all of the United States,
allowing abortions only in cases where
the life of the mother is at stake, and de
nying abortions to victims of incest or
rape. The state law rejects the 1973 Su
preme Court decision in Roe v. Wade
ensuring an individual’s right to privacy,

and under which a woman’s right to ter
minate her pregnancy is protected
(though not absolute).
According to the Associated Press, a
flood of phone calls, letters, and e-mails
have entered government and tourism
offices in response to the new law. While
there have been instances of positive
feedback, several pro-choice groups
have proposed boycotts of South Dakota
tourist attractions to demonstrate their
outrage with the law. Many have targeted
Mount Rushmore with greater scrutiny,
as the monument traditionally stands as
a symbol of freedom. Though tourism
officials doubt the protests will have a
significant impact on the industry (the
second largest in South Dakota), the
media attention surrounding the state and
its law may draw a brighter, although not
necessarily better, spotlight on this gen
erally forgotten state.
I plan to continue polishing my cow
boy boots and loading my film for shots
of me flanked by the presidential boys.
I do not think that any of the bikers had
anything to do with the law, so why
should I deny them my presence at the
rally? But truth be told, I am torn on the
issue of abortion. As a huge supporter
of women’s rights, 1 can sympathize with
a woman’s right to choose and to gov
ern her own body, especially in instances
of rape, incest, and life-threatening dan
ger.
However, after exploring the issue
with Rev. John F. Cunningham, O.P. in
my Current Problems in Ethics class, I
have discovered that incestual cases are

minimal and that with advances in mod
ern medicine, the issue of the risk to the
mother’s health is all but non-existent at
present. Therefore, abortions are not nec
essarily justified with this reasoning any
more. Also, the distinction between a fe
tus and a human person is so incredibly
hazy that it would be difficult for me to
argue that abortion is not murder. Tech
nically, life starts at conception, but when
does a collection of cells become a func
tioning, ensouled individual?
Despite my uncertainty on the moral
ity of abortion, I can say with few reser
vations that I support South Dakota’s
right to restrict it. Many liberals and pro
choice advocates fear that the overruling
of Roe v. Wade will put a permanent ban
on abortion. This is not true; with an over
ruling, the matter would be turned over
to the states to decide with their own dis
cretion.
While I generally support rights to
freedom and privacy with full fervor,
South Dakota is acting within constitu
tional statutes in this respect. Therefore,
though some pro-choice South Dakotans
may be inconvenienced by this measure,
legally it is valid. Ironically, the death
penalty is also legal in South Dakota; per
haps they can clarify for me why there
are distinctions regarding who you can
terminate.
Regardless, do not hate on South
Dakota’s tourism because of this new law.
You can always return to your own state
after you have experienced the glory that
is the com-covered arena known as the
Com Palace in Mitchell, South Dakota.
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Letters to the Editor:
And justice for all?
In the past 30 years we have been
both allies and enemies of the govern
ments of Iran and Iraq, often immersed
in or facilitating friction with one or the
other—at times both. Is Iraq more demo
cratic now that Shias and Sunnis settle
old scores with more killings? Who
among us doesn’t harbor resentments and
friction with certain work associates,
neighbors and family members? Why do
we think a document or military force will
settle things, when clearly humankind is
often not disposed to do so?
Iraq’s Shias are undeterred by bor
ders. They might well seek Iranian as
sistance, but since we insist Iran (a place)
is a pending nuclear threat we might have
to stay in Iraq longer to keep stability in
the region. Is this sounding at all famil
iar to anyone? Nuclear threat, threaten
ing leadership, save their people to intro
duce our Democracy, drop bombs.
What if we say Iran is a nuclear threat
and this is President Bush’s justification
for bombing the area. Are you prepared
to send your sons and daughters to the
war zone? The Pentagon brass has already
made it clear our over-extended combat

Our two Cents
Annice Correia ’07
Guest Commentary

by

Campaign finance reform has more to
do with the life of a college student than
you may think. Although I do not intend
to run in the 2032 presidential race, 1 do
intend on being a politically aware and
active citizen. To that end, 1 am deeply
concerned about our country and its fu
ture. Voters are losing power in politics
while big money is winning. The solu
tion: campaign finance reform.
Congress recently passed the Budget
Deficit Act enacting the Single Holder
Rule, stating that upon graduation stu
dents will not be able to consolidate stu
dent loans, reducing monthly payments.
Also, a bill was recently passed that
switches the interest rate from a variable
to a fixed rate, costing students hundreds
more each year. These changes will de
crease the federal government’s commit
ment to subsidized student loans by bil
lions per year. It will be increasingly dif
ficult for low-income students to afford
higher education.
Why would Congress do this? Isn’t
George W. the “Education President”?
The truth is that big banks have a heavy
hand in our political system. Along with
interest groups, they finance Congres-

troops (many of whom are National
Guard and reservists) are near a break
ing point? We have insufficient num
bers of combat troops to keep them re
plenished with volunteers. Ever won
der why $580 million was allocated to a
draft board that has not instituted a draft
in over 30 years? Or why high school
kids’ names, demographics and social
security numbers are sent to the Depart
ment of Defense unless a parent knows
they have an opt-out option?
If my military experience means
anything, these draftees will be kids from
less advantaged backgrounds and not
eligible for multiple draft deferments
like some who may not be serving so
honorably.
Being patriotic includes the respon
sibility of also questioning the judgment
of those in charge who put our youth in
harm’s way. Blindly following so-called
“leaders” who have made no personal
sacrifice themselves to further their own
self-serving agendas is simply wrong.
Carl Sheeler
Democratic candidate for U.S.Senate

Small change in
elections means
big bucks for
students
sional campaigns. When the Budget
Deficit Act was on the floor, it’s no won
der the vote conveniently corresponded
to the bank’s maximum profit.
What’s our best hope? Returning
power to the people. Politicians will be
forced to cater to constituents when
freed of the fundraising burden. Arizona,
Maine, and Connecticut now offer
“clean elections”—campaigns publicly
financed with taxpayer money. Politi
cians will have more time to learn the
needs of constituents instead of just
reaching into their pockets.
Clean Elections comes to about $4
per taxpayer per year, varying slightly
by state. Rhode Island’s progress is not
far behind the aforementioned states;
Brown University’s Students for Clean
Elections is testifying at the State House
in favor of the Clean Elections Act that
was proposed last year. 1 am happy to
announce a Providence College chapter
of Students for Clean Elections. Please,
for your own self-interest in saving a few
bucks after graduation, come talk with
us. We are a non-partisan group looking
to encourage “liberty and justice for all.”
Our first meeting will be Thursday,
March 30, in the Slavin Soft Lounge at
9:00 pm. Change elections. Change
America.
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Tangents and Tirades
Not a latte of Fair Trade
Since the mid-’90s, the First World has become a
society of coffee snobs. These caffeinated elite have become concerned that their
coffee may not have reached their lips by the most ethical means. The Fair Trade
movement, which strives to eliminate middlemen and provide adequate living con
ditions and wages to third-world coffee bean farmers, began as a grassroots cam
paign to promote a more ethical capitalism and has boomed in the past decade.
Starbucks and McDonalds have both signed on to participate in the purchase of Fair
Trade beans at one time or another. Sounds nice and liberal, right? Don’t be fooled.
They ’ ve tried it out. And they ’ ve found that consumers, especially the yuppie coffee
elitists, tend not to care about farmers or middlemen. No one really knows what a
“barista” is. A Grande Soy Mocha Chai Double Latte—it just tastes good, who
cares where it comes from? Be wary of corporations that advertise Fair Trade—
most of them only buy a small portion of their coffee beans through the organiza
tion, and many of them only gave it a trial run. Being a coffee snob should not be
like being a cocaine addict—we aspiring yuppies need to pay close attention to the
laborers behind our precious caffeine, and not allow what could be a flourishing
grassroots campaign to be swallowed by eager-to-please but short-shrifting corpo
rations. —Kelly Jones ’07

St. Patty’s party foul Last friday began as all St. Patty’s day celebrations should
with lots of cold beer very early in the afternoon. A few minutes before the room
mates and I left for the bar, our drinking games were interrupted by the sound of
glass smashing outside our Mai Brown apartment door. We opened it to find that
someone had thrown glass bottles at the wall and ran off, leaving our hallway lit
tered with tiny shards of glass. After a half-an-hour of cleaning it up and mending
the finger someone had cut in the process, we headed out for the night. As we made
our way downstairs we found that the stairwells were full of beer cans and the front
entranceway was covered in newspapers, both The Cowl and Providence Journal
racks had been completely emptied and thrown all over the place. Not only is that
no way to treat an issue of The Cowl, it is certainly no way to treat the woman who
has to clean the hallways and stairwells of Mai Brown.—Erin Rice ’06
Type O negative
With only a few fortnights standing between myself and a
potentially final graduation, I have to confess that in one significant way I have
fallen through the cracks of the educational system. After nearly 17 years of rela
tively outstanding education under my belt, hordes of term papers, four years of
newspaper writing, a soon to be completed thesis, and more hours on Instant Mes
senger than a supposedly crunchy guy like myself would like to admit—1 never
learned to type correctly. Most children mastered their home row keys in elemen
tary school, diligently typing some crap about a lazy dog because they knew upon
completing the exercise they could play Oregon Trail until the period ended or they
died of dysentery. Rather than learn a valuable skill, or trade wagon axels, I chose
to test my threshold for pain by holding my finger over the exposed light bulb of the
Apple II GS keyboard. I would say everybody won. My two younger siblings both
type like pros, teachers in middle school and high school even tried to catch me up
with the rest of the pack on their own time. But for some reason I just couldn’t
shake my bad habits. Even now, as I start this sentence with all hands on deck, I
quickly regress into the four finger bandit. I have no regrets though, 1 rarely think
faster than I can type, and have no plans of entering the secretarial field. Lazy dog,
or brown fox? You decide.—Chris Ackley ’06
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than 5 p.m. on the Monday before publi
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tions.
Weekly Subscription Rate is $30.00 per
year by mail. Student subscription is
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Confused Catholics ask ‘Where’s the beef?’

by Chris Ackley ’06
Commentary Editor

Thanks to Old’s for kicking my St.
Patrick’s Day off the right way with a
jaw-locking com beef, cabbage, potato,
carrot, and mustard sandwich. The
owner told us not to eat like we were
’‘headed for the chair,” but a second sand
wich held me over until Saturday.
I would also like to thank the Provi
dence Diocese ofthe Catholic Church for
granting the Catholic population a worryfree, beef-filled St. Patty’s Day. I can
only pray they look favorably upon my
pending requests to tie my left shoe and
use the bathroom—most likely both pun
ishable offenses if you really comb
through the Bible.
I genuinely respect the concept of
fasting and other aesetic practices, but
the fact that Catholics had to be told by

a higher spiritual authority that they
could eat meat “in good conscious” hon
estly weirds me out. People are capable
of using their own moral compass in de
ciding the importance of upholding one
tradition over another, and they should
exercise this individual power.
This whole meat controversy reminds
me of the “emergency baptism” I learned
about in Sacraments class. For those
you who have not taken Sacra
ments, I highly recommend it.
Other things I highly recommend
are rancid mayonnaise, unnecessary oral surgery?
and every movie featur
ing Tim Allen except for
Toy Story.
According to The Catechism
of the Catholic Church, dying without
being baptized is kind of like showing
up at a bar, not within a mile of this cam
pus, with a flimsy New Jersey ID saying
you (skinny white male) are Justin
Ramos—6’3”, 225 lbs, and Hispanic.
No dice on the promise land. But the
good thing is, everyone from Aldous

To battle Roe boldly is best
Michael Rijbin ’08
Commentary Staff

by

abortion. Attempts to ban partial-birth
abortions at the state level were shot
down by Stenberg v. Carhart, and the
Congressional ban that followed has yet
to be enforced due to litigation.
The fundamental flaw with all of
these approaches is that, by try ing merely
to curb abortion, they implicitly recog
nize the right to abortion as constitutional
and even moral, thus surrendering the
war to win a skirmish. This sneaky line
of attack is never going to fool prochoicers into thinking that we’ve given
up our designs against Roe v. Wade.
Contrary to what the editors of Na
tional Review believe, I believe that the
pro-life movement’s greatest weapon is
not deception about our intentions, but
the fact that we are correct in every facet
of this issue. Few scholars today deny
that Roe v. Wade was monstrously un
constitutional, so pro-choice defenses of
the decision ultimately come down to the
argument that they liked its results. Thus,
the pro-life movement is backed not only
by religion and natural law, but by the
U.S. Constitution.
Additionally, more pro-choicers are
realizing that overturning Roe v. Wade
would not end abortion but would sim
ply give the decision back to the states,
many of whom would still grant partial
or full abortion rights. The pro-choice
complaint that this arrangement would
unduly inconvenience women seeking
abortions in pro-life states is specious in
a world with cheap, easy transportation.
By allowing people to define murder for
their own areas, the abolishment of Roe
v. Wade would diffuse tension, and free
up the federal government to focus on
more appropriate issues.
Most importantly, with the battle
taken out of the courts, pro-lifers will
finally be able to eradicate the injustice
of abortion one state a time, and save
significant numbers of babies’ lives.
Such progress by increments could make
an amendment to the Constitution out
lawing abortion nationally an actual pos
sibility over time.
Roe v. Wade is a travesty against the
Constitution, state’s rights, and the moral
law whose reign is coming to an end.
Americans need to be reminded of this,
and any challenge of its legality, no mat
ter how short-lived, should be supported.
If the South Dakota ban is overturned
by a 5-4 vote, it will at least have dem
onstrated that Roe v. Wade's days are
numbered, and give conservatives the en
couragement they need to get that fifth
vote on the court.

After years of unquestioned security,
Roe v. Wade is going to see its greatest
legal challenge yet in the coming months.
On March 6, the governor of South Da. kota signed a bill prohibiting
ETHICS i all abortions except when the
: mother’s life is in danger.
Since it directly contradicts
Roe v. Wade, the ban will likely lead to a
Supreme Court decision regarding the
constitutionality of Roe v. Wade—an ex
citing opportunity for pro-lifers consid
ering the recent appointment of conser
vativejustices Roberts and Alito.
Yet some self-proclaimed members of
the anti-7?oe v. Wade movement would
like to see the ban stopped before it even
reaches the Court. In this group are the
editors ofNational Review, the magazine
which has for years been known as a bas
tion of conservative thought. In an edi
torial dated March 8, the magazine as
serts that the South Dakota legislature has
gravely miscalculated—there are only
four votes on the court to overturn Roe
v. Wade, not the needed five. Conse
quently, a showdown over Roe v. Wade
will only “elicit yet another reaffirmation
of that decision.”
Moreover, the ban’s attempt to “col
lapse the multi-stage process” of ending
Roe v. Wade in one fell swoop might in
advertently destroy pro-lifers’ chances of
ever reaching that goal. After thwarting
another challenge to it, Roe v. Wade will
be an even more solidly established pre
cedent. In addition, the attempt will alert
Congress Democrats to the danger Roe
v. Wade is in and make them block any
future Supreme Court nominee who
might provide the crucial fifth vote.
Though the National Review editors
present interesting arguments, their mo
tive for advocating caution seems to be
a desire to avoid trouble rather than con
cern for the “ultimate goal.” At one point,
they say that “killing unborn children is
almost always unjust”—when is it ever
just to kill them? Later in the article, they
recommend “waiting until Roe is gone,”
which is at best a foolish expectation that
our increasingly anti-life society will sud
denly shift all by itself, and at worst an
acceptance of the status quo.
Besides, the “savvy incremental strat
egy” that National Review praises pro
lifers for having pursued has simply
never worked. When states decided to
shoot for legal restrictions of abortion
instead of outright prohibition, the cases
Webster v. Reproductive Health Services
and Planned Parenthood v. Casey only Sources: National Review Online,
gave them pieces of what they wanted, Catholic News Service, MTV News,
and ultimately strengthened the right to Wikipedia

Huxley to Frank Zappa can perform an
emergency baptism. All an individual has
to do is pour regular water on the candi
dates head and say, “I baptize you in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Spirit,” or in the words of
The Amazing Mumford, “A-la-peanutbutter-sandwiches.” When it comes to
spiritual guidance, I will take Jim Henson
over the Pope any day of the week.
Could such a trivial action such as
eating meat or getting wet effectively
change one’s higher
orial standing?
/I seriously doubt it.
My mother used to lose
.sleep over the fact that my
father was never baptized.
Although, she had no reservations about his character, she
had been told by others throughout her
life what was right, what was wrong, and
the consequences of both. Luckily my
father limited his church appearances to
sacraments performed upon his children
and the occasional Christmas Mass if
promised a compensatory doughnut. He
adamantly refused to endure the proce

dure of adult baptism, even to placate the
woman he loves.
I think his non-secular radicalism
helped in delaying my own baptism un
til 1 was seven years old, but sadly, years
of Irish-Catholic guilt won out in the end.
I shouldn’t complain. There was mini
mal crying, 1 held my own candle, and
ended up at least $ 100 in the black at the
end of the day, purchasing my first T.V.
set from a yard-sale. Watching the Bos
ton Celtics battle the Detroit Pistons in
the 1991 Eastern Conference semi-finals
from the comfort of my own bed—never
have I been closer to heaven.
Getting back to the meat of the issue,
I hope everyone either enjoyed or ab
stained from meat because they wanted
to this past Friday. 1 also hope that the
scattered cancellation of the tradition
made people think deeply about the na
ture of the Lenten season, and why some
people choose to partake in such rituals
in the first place. Also, will somebody
please think of the cod-nuggets?
Source: www.catholic.org
Graphic by Eric Fulford ’08

Some breaks break with tradition
Betsy Rouleau ’08
Commentary Staff

by

This past week, upon my return from
a week in the Dominican Republic, my
mother posed an interesting question. She
jokingly asked me who came up with the
idea that college students
Service were supposed to go to
tropical locations during
' their spring breaks. 1 do
not know where the tradition began, but
there is a new tradition rapidly develop
ing in universities and colleges across the
nation—the concept of Alternative
Spring Break. In addition to the many
ways that students already find time to
relax and experience new cultures, the
idea of service vacations is a growing
trend in America.
The concept is simple—college kids
escape the monotony of everyday life by
jet-setting to a tropical setting and spend
time volunteering in various locations.
Providence College offers an excellent
Habitat for Humanity program through
the Campus Ministry Center. This year,
PC students went to sites in states such
Maine, Texas, and North Carolina and
donated their time to building homes and
helping communities.
However, construction work is not for
all students, and space on these trips is
limited. Schools throughout the country
such as North Carolina State University,
University of Virginia, Pennsylvania
State University, and Central Michigan
University offer their students strong
ASB—Alternative Spring Break—pro
grams.
North Carolina State University, for
example, sent teams of students to Ecua
dor, Belize, and the Dominican Repub
lic to work with various groups of disad
vantaged individuals. I was able to meet
one ofNCSU’s Alternative Spring Break
teams at an orphanage in the Dominican
Republic and hear about their school’s
extensive program.
Through major teams of students,
individuals not only bond with their class
mates, but serve people in developing
countries throughout the world.
Alternative Spring Breaks, particu
larly international Alternative Spring
Breaks, give students a safe, one-week
introduction to the world of service in
developing countries. Students are fully
immersed in the language, culture, cus
toms, and problems of the areas in which
they live, and are able to gain a deeper
understanding of the international, mod
em world.
There is a definite desire among
young adults to travel and see areas of
the world that need assistance. Most stu
dents search for a fun spring break trip

at least once during their college career,
and unconventional service trips could
provide a worthy substitute when cruises,
MTV getaways and resorts are not a fea
sible option.
When Jim Young of Penn State was
asked why he chose the Orphanage Out
reach program in a fishing village of the
Dominican Republic, he stated that “I
would not be where 1 am today without
the generosity of others... 1 always try to
help people whenever 1 can.” For Young,
his school’s Alternative Spring Break
program gave him a way to reach out to
those that need it.
In the orphanage in the Dominican
Republic, students spent the week teach
ing English in various schools, interact
ing with orphaned and abandoned chil
dren, and touring various parts of the Do
minican Republic. All of the volunteers
were given the opportunity to deepen
their understanding of the country’s tur
bulent history and current social prob
lems.
Providence College is an active com
munity, and the addition of an Alterna
tive Spring Break program would pro
vide students with more options. Those
who are interested in service would ex
perience a “Peace Corps” style encoun
ter, and trips would help students decide
if service years after college could be a
path they would like to take. Not only
does this experience cater to students par
ticularly interested in service, but com
pared to an “MTV-style” spring break,
it provides an affordable cultural expe
rience and the chance to form relation
ships with students from other schools
and native citizens of the countries they
visit. There is also less danger of not
being able to remember Spring Break at
all.
Father Thomas Blau, the chaplain of
Providence College, says that an alter
native spring break program at PC is a
“needed component” and that interna
tional trips for students are the “next step
in developing a service attitude that will
transform this school.” PC Congress
members have also voiced an interested
in the concept of additional spring break
opportunities. Claire Seguin, an ’08 rep
resentative, stated that many individuals
have noticed that the school is in “des
perate need” of further programs and that
the existing programs “do not have
enough slots for all of the applicants.”
The students at Providence College are
socially aware and active; I believe that
if an Alternative Spring Break program
were to be incorporated into campus ac
tivities, students would take advantage
of the opportunity to see a different area
and shape the world in which they live.
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Throwback

Enjoy the ride as A&E travels back in time
to revisit our childhoods

The lasting influence
of Yo! MTV Raps
by

Mp3
player.With
With
tfrese
Md
3 Diaver.
these
; advances, what
was once the routine gets altered and in
some cases lost altogether.
With technological progress comes
There was once a time when hip-hop
DJs would use vinyl records to play mu evolution and before these changes
sic. This was the norm, the standard, the quickly pass you by, there is a key ques
code of the streets. Vinyl records were tion that needs to be addressed: Is tech
the foundation of nological progress always beneficial?
Throwback ;
hip-hop, the pillars The current dilemma facing hip-hop DJs
FEATURE
behind the music. comes in the form of the various highNow the foundation tech, CD-DJ players that have been pro
has eroded and the pillars are in ruins; duced over the last few years. The two
the remnants being washed away by the turn-table setup is being replaced by the
rising tide of the digital age.
new CD equipment setups that allow DJs
This comes as no surprise to anyone to perform all of the traditional tech
who has lived during the reign of com niques, previously only done using vi
puters. Nearly all that we do in our lives nyl records. The most advanced allow
has been influenced by the digital age. you to load Mp3’s into the player, where
Need to talk to someone fast? Hit them you have the ability to digitally scratch
up on the computer before calling them. them as if you had a record at your fin
Why wait in line for the slow cashier to ger tips.
process your merchandise? Just use the
There is no denying that these new
self-checkout instead. Need some quick pieces of equipment are flashy, creative
cash? Run to the closest ATM and you’ll and cost-effective. Considering a twobe on your way in no time.
side record that normally only has two
Behind all of these examples is the to three songs with various versions,
notion that with the influence ofthe com costs nearly $7, there is no mystery as to
puter age, people have had to give up why many DJs are turning digital. Aside
something in the process in order to gain from the mere expense of vinyl, the
something else in the end. The same physical setup is altered drastically.
principle can be applied to music. Cas What was once a large setup of equip
settes were replaced by the digitization ment, along with having to carry the
and technology of compact discs. Now, heavy crates of vinyl that needed to be
instead of going to a store to buy CDs, lugged with it, new age DJs can carry
I you’re only a few clicks away from stor everything needed for a party in one trip.
ing downloaded media files to a portable
VINYL/Page 17
by

Mike Holland ’06
A&E Staff

I can remember it like it were yester
day. Sitting six inches in front of my liv
ing room T.V., rocking a backward Char
lotte Hornets hat and a pair of double
XL MC Hammer
Throwback! pants, anxiously
FEATURE waiting for Dr. Dre
to introduce Ed
Lover as he wiggled to the forefront with
that ridiculously awkward dance. I was
a young white kid from the suburbs, but
nothing would stop me from learning ev
erything I could about the music that
would become my passion on Yo! MTV
Raps.
In the mid 80s when MTV was in its
infancy, it was designed as an alterna
tive outlet, catering to the sounds of
grunge and punk rock more than anything
else. By 1988, though, hip-hop was be
ginning to gain popularity. Artists like
LL Cool J, Salt-n-Peppa, N.W.A., De la
Soul, and A Tribe Called Quest were
paving new ground with an urban art
form that started gaining widespread
appeal. As the leader of music T.V.,
MTV had to accommodate this massive
urban movement.
Yo! MTV Raps was the first television
program dedicated to hip-hop music.
Created by Ted Demme and Peter
Dougherty, Yo! MTV Raps acted as the
multi-dimensional media outreach

Trn(table) of
the century

needed to showcase all of the various el
ements of the up-and-coming art form.
In addition to music videos, Yo! MTV
Raps featured interviews with emcees,
Friday live studio performances, and
comedy acts. What started as a summer
project in August of 1988 turned into a
seven year production that would go
down as a major contributor in helping
to make hip-hop the enormous success
that it has come to represent today.
Initially, Yo! MTV Raps aired only on
weekends as a two-hour special program
hosted by Fab 5 Freddy. After a very
positive reception, however, the show
would expand to a six day per week for
mat with Ed Lover, Doctor Dre, and TYO!/Page 18

Scott Geer ’06
A&E Staff
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Picks
of the
Week
by Ryan Burns '08
A&E Staff

MOVIE

Billy Madison
Directed by Tamra Davis
Travel back in time with Billy
Madison. Veronica Vaughn, and
Miss Lippy, as Billy Madison is
forced to complete grades one
through 12 in order to prove him
self competent enough to run his
father’s business. With hilarious
quotes that had the entire school
repeating them (“You ain't cool
unless you pee your pants”), as
well as a great supporting cast
featuring Chris Farley, Norm
MacDonald, and Steve Buscemi,
Billy Madison is an all-time
favorite.

MUSIC

Notorious B I G.
Life After Death
Bad Boy
Remember the days of "Mo
Money Mo Problems"? It was
1997. and the late, great Biggie
Smalls released his sophomore
album entitled Life After Death.
This album set the stage for east
coast records to come, and had
guest appearances from Bone
Thugs N Harmony, Too Short, and
an upstart MC from Brooklyn by
the name of Jay-Z. Tracks like
“10 Crack Commandments" and
“I Love The Dough" showcased
Biggie's lyrical skills, while the
classic track “Hypnotize” still is a
club favorite.

BOOK

Lord Of The Flies
by William Golding
This middle-school classic, fueled
with savage acts of kid-on-kid vio
lence was always fun to read in
front of a bunch of young people
during school. This novel told the
story of a group of youngsters
forced to survive on their own in
the wild. Before long, chaos en
sues and the children learn a lot
more about survival than they
should have. This classic with its
theme of society vs. savagery is
a staple for literature students.

March 23,2006

The Zen of
Zelda’s music
by

Joe McCormack ’07
A&E Staff

The year is 1985. In Japan, a classi
cally trained musician, barely in his 20s,
releases a catchy piece of music with a
strong melody and a samba groove.
Thousands of teenThrowback
agers all over the
FEATURE
world sit transfixed.
Their eyes glaze
over; their mouths hang open; their
thumbs twitch. The notes wash over
them in waves as the song’s intoxication
persists on endless repeat. Koji Kondo
had created the first video game theme
that would find its way into our culture’s
musical lexicon, the theme for Super
Mario Bros, for the Nintendo Entertain
ment System (NES).
Often rigid parameters and limitations
create works of genius, like the silent
kinesics of Charlie Chaplin, the insane
daring of the Egyptian pyramids, or the
simple beauty of a rocking horse made
by hand. The NES system is only ca
pable of making four sounds at once,
without much flexibility of volume. The
four-layer midi consists of two pulse
waves, which usually play the melody, a
triangle wave, usually the bass, and a
noise wave that often functions as drums.
These also bear the role of sound effects
(listen for a melody line to momentarily
cut out in favor of an explosion in The
Legend of Zelda).
The limited capabilities of this sys
tem led NES musicians to emphasize the
strengths of midi to set the mood for ad-'
venture, rather than try to imitate John
Williams. The themes often take advan
tage of pre-programming by cramming
in flurries of notes (baroque much?) at
speeds any performer would be chal
lenged to match. Most important to the
music, however, was the need for a strong
melody with only sparse accompaniment.
It is inspiring how much these com
posers were able to do with so little.
Punch Out got the player jacked-up with
better music than the Rocky series. I
wanted to beat that next Title-Match just
to hear the triumphant trumpet-like flour
ish and then the running music, urging
Little Mac on while the fat guy bikes in
front of the Statue of Liberty. Blaster
Master’s music took the player to another
world, laying arpeggiated revere down
like mist and then exploding with all the
bombast of mid-eighties Van Halen.
Metroid’s opening is atonal and down
right creepy.
But no one could write like Koji. The
perfection of the Super Mario Bros.
soundtrack cannot be overstated. The
opening theme may be one of the best
melodies EVER written. One can play
the game for hours and still love every
samba flavored lick of the three-part
loop. The high energy latin groove of
the “star” music, the ominous sprawl of
the “underground” soundtrack, and the
lighthearted waltz under the sea helped
animate the most influential video game
of all time.
And how can anyone forget the trills
in the theme of Super Mario Bros. 2,
which sounds like its coming from a pi
ano in a frontier saloon in 1845? Or the
Caribbean theme of Super Mario Bros.
32 Forget Huey Lewis, in the eighties,
Koji was the man! His best work, how
ever, may be in the other storied
Nintendo series, The Legend of Zelda.
A year after the release of Super Mario
Bros., Zelda redefined adventure with its
free-roaming hero Link and the terrible
dungeons that he must needs navigate in
order to liberate the fair princess who is
the game’s namesake. The main theme,
nearly as recognizable as Mario’s,

Do, do, do, doot
doot doot doot
(pretend you’re
listening to the
Mario theme
song): Clockwise,
starting at the
top, musical
mastermind Koji
Kondo, cover of
the original ’80s
classic The

Legend of Zelda
game for
Nintendo, and a
scene from World
1 from Super

Mario Bros.

breathes life, mystery, and purpose into
the flat pixilated elf running around with
a sword killing indefinable monsters.
While Mario's theme ensured that every
one had a good time, Koji managed to
conjure visceral adventure within Zelda’s
simple framework.
In the decades following this golden
era of four-layer midi, Super Nintendo,
Playstation, Playstation 2, and a host of
other systems were made with sophisti
cated aural engines that removed the
limitations on video game music. Games
made for the more recent systems often
gamer fully orchestrated soundtracks that
have been played in concert halls.
However, these are part of a world
in which the NES songs stand apart.
Video games that are scored like films
may be missing the point. Some pro

grammers still understand this, as Koji
was summoned in 1996 to write the
soundtrack to Super Mario 64 for the
Nintendo 64 System. Despite the abun
dant technology, the soundtrack pro
duced borrowed heavily from the origi
nal Mario and featured music in the NES
style.
Go ahead, look for evidence of the
cultural influence the simple melodies of
Koji Kondo and the NES have had on
our generation. You’ll find it in the a
cappella groups that arrange medleys
from Super Mario Bros., in the thousands
of midi files available for download of
classic game soundtracks and countless
remixes. And, in the proliferation of
video games, driven laigely in the early
stages by this dynamic and unique form
of music.

VIDEO FEST

A Juried Showcase of Videos by Providence College
Students andA lumni

Call For Entries
All submissions must be directed by current undergraduate
students or PC alumni.
DVD format only, accompanied by a completed entry form.
Entry forms and complete information sheets can be found at:
http://www.providence.edu/theatre/0506season.htm
Maximum running time is 12 minutes.
Deadline is April 3rd.
For more information, contact Fr. Ken Gumbert, O.P. at 401-865-2424.
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Not-so-pretty kitties
Trinity Rep's latest production, Indoor/Outdoor, deals
with the lives of cats. Unfortunately, its just a catnap
by

Anna Kukowski ’06
A&E Staff

From sunburst yellow sets to
Madonna’s classic hits to Kenny Finkle’s
quirky script, Trinity Repertory Theater’s
latest production Indoor/ Outdoor sure
is a sight for the eye
THEATER
to see.
Phew, and what a
REVIEW
sight to see. In its
moderately appealing though sometimes
lacking stint at Trinity, Indoor/ Outdoor
gives us first-hand insight into the lives
of some of America’s favorite animals:
cats.
Yes, cats—but not the Andrew Lloyd
Webber kind. While these cats don’t
sing, dance, or even dress in the feline
getup, they do tell us a little bit about
what its really like to be a cat. Indoor/
Outdoor tells Samantha’s (Angela Bra
zil) story—and she has a lot to tell us.
Samantha meets quirky work-at-home
web designer Schuman (Mauro
Hantman) at the local animal shelter, and
through the bars of her lonely cage, it is
love at first sight. Samantha finds
Schuman’s home pleasing, his food de
licious, and his couches comfortable.
Samantha’s new life is happy—until,
however, cat and owner start bickering.
So, in walks middle-aged Matilda
(Phyllis Kay), certified cat therapist.
Matilda believes that she can understand
(and quite literally hear) Samantha and
her feline needs perfectly. Yet, when
Samantha meets and falls in love with
sleek, swaggering ally cat Oscar (Jaques
Roy), even Matilda can’t understand
Samantha’s cat concerns.
Finkle’s script is both creative and
amusing. When Brazil pokes around

Hantman’s house, we chuckle as he ex
plains the typical cat-isms—lounging all
day, exploring all night, and preying for
mice. Brazil’s comments about life as a
cat and life with Hantman warrant a few
chuckles. The carefree chemistry be
tween these four actors adds to Indoor/
Outdoor s fun and pleasing nature. With
such chemistry, Finkle’s amusing com
mentary reaches the audience effort
lessly.
Roy’s talent is the production’s clear
standout. He is tough and daring as well
as cool and lovable—all in one cat. Roy
bounds around the stage effortlessly, ex
plaining his “outdoor” cat habitat to the
“indoor” Brazil. He tells her about his
journeys—which eventually include ex
ploring cities, finding Alaska, and bound
ing up the Himalayas.
If you ever wondered how two cats
fall in love, this Roy-Brazil duo offers
answers. We never doubt that Roy is
most certainly a cat with a flair for per
sonality and an eye for an adventure—
we even start understanding our own
mischievous cats through his perfor
mance.
Brazil is not so effortlessly convinc
ing. Though at times she is certainly cat
like, at other times it is difficult for her
to convince the audience she isn’t hu
man. After a small collection of dull
monologues and over-played interac
tions, we aren’t always convinced of her
cat mentality.
Hantman and Kay are pleasantly ap
pealing as the incredibly quirky, matchmade-in-heaven set of characters. By the
end of the production, their vested in
terest in Samantha reminds us of any
American family’s animal obsession and
offers a few laughs of family life with

TRINTY REP

Jaques Roy amd Angela Brazil star in Trinity Rep’s Indoor/Outdoor.
ductions chosen this past season around
these small friends.
When the jokes taper off every so of Providence. Its Casey Kasem-worthy
ten, Trinity keeps the audience alert with pop-40 soundtrack has the audience
its loud sets, costumes, and music. Clas dancing in the aisles (and Trinity Rep
sic Crayola colors are clearly not part of regulars will remember the same tech
this production—everything is bright nique used when it combined Outkast
yellow, fuchsia, orange, and red. with The Merry Wives of Windsor) and
Hantman’s house, carpet and furniture are its jokes will make you crack a smile
yellow; yellow evergreen trees frame the when you weren’t prepared to laugh.
Yet, ultimately, Indoor/ Outdoor is
objects. His three pieces of furniture
nestle quietly near the ceiling—whenever merely a season ticket holder kind of
he enters his house they drop to the show—it isn’t worth the effort of find
ground. Once again, Trinity uses its ver ing tickets, and it’s certainly not worth
tical set space well to keep the surprises the full price night out on the town. De
pending on the new release section at
coming.
Indoor/Outdoor is funny and amus Movie Scene, a good movie rental would
ing, and it is a nice break from some of probably have the same charm.
the weighty (through well-produced) pro- GRADE: B-

Vinyl: Scratching isn’t what it used to be
continued from page 15
But with these changes, the authentic
DJ will become a rarity. The artful dis
play of scratching, juggling and blend
ing is now endangered. Yes, many hip
hop shows still have DJs who will con
tinue to spin wax, but the real concern
has to do with the hip-hop kids of the
future. Not only will these kids not know
how to use the traditional vinyl record,

Are you ready?...

April Madness
5-3-1 Tourney 2006
5 Hours
3 Team Sports
1 Champion

Saturday Evening April 22, 2006
Co-ed teams of 5 to 7 playes battled it out in SOCCER,
BASKETBALL, and DODGEBALL to determine the ultimate
champion. (Look for signups in Slavin and Ray)
Catch the excitement!

A PC After Hours Event brought to you by Christian Athletics.
Questions? Contact Jack - jdicki06@providence.edu

they won’t truly understand what it is and
what it means at its essence. When you
think of the complete package of hip-hop
music, you think back to the great early
tracks that consisted of the groups of DJs
and rappers complementing each other.
Hip-hop was Eric B and Rakim, with
songs like “I Ain’t No Joke.” It’s more
than just beats and rhymes. Hip-hop is
voided, incomplete without hearing the

stylistic cuts from DJ Premier and Tony
Touch or the countless DJs who have
contributed to make hip-hop what it is
today. Scratching will still exist, but
there is no comparison between the
sounds of vinyl records to digital pro
grams. Unfortunately, there seems to be
no way to stop these types of influences
the digital age can cause. Unfortunately
it seems, vinyl is dead.

McPhail's Line-Up!
South of the
Border w/Revival!
Come down lo McPhail's Ibra great night ol live
entertainmen and fun. margaritas, sangrias. Corona
special! Full bar w/ID @ 8pm

I riskiest!
Sample sonic Irish food. enjoy the live music .
from the band Classiclrax <Sc Irish step-dancers!
A brilliant ni<zht lor everyone not to miss! I till
bur w/ll > ci 4:3()pm. Irishlcst it 8pm

Junior Night!
I Icy Juniors’ G'oirje on down to
McPhails and kick olTlhc 2nd Junior Night of
the semester at 8pm! l ull bar with II)
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Food for childhood thought
Is it just us or does it seem like when we were
young, candy was a little more complicated?
by

Stephanie A. Smith ’06
A&E Editor

Sure, when you hear T. V. theme songs
from your favorite childhood shows, you
conjure up fond memories from being a
kid. When you see your old toys, you
think of how nice it
was to have so much
FEATURE
free time back then
to play. But, let’s be
honest with each other, the thing that you
really remember and more importantly
want back is the food. Em talking the
candy, the cereal, the weird juice boxes.
Studies have shown that smell is the
sense most strongly tied to memory and
while you can’t smell Chip-N-Dale: Res
cue Rangers, you would be able to smell
Dunk-a-Roos if they were still around.
Food from our childhood was play
ful—it was always tied into a character
or a game. Tony the Tiger, Toucan Sam,
Count Chocula—these were guys that
made us want to play make believe. 1
mean, I don’t even like chocolate cere
als, but as far as 1 was concerned, Count
Chocula lived in a chocolate castle and
that was pretty cool. 1 also remember the
Fruit Roll-ups that had cut-out shapes
like guitars and drum sets. You were ac
tually supposed to play with them. This
food wasn’t about eating; it was about
fun. Our parents told us that you aren’t
supposed to play with your food, but we
did and it felt damn liberating.
Commercials for snacks seemed bet
ter back then, too. 1 remember
McDonald’s commercial series involv
ing talking, dancing, and swimming
McNuggets. I don’t even think that they
showed actual food in the commercials.

For you, not them: Clockwise from top, the
old chicken McNuggets from McDonald’s
that were less food and more fun; Bubble
Tape, the gum that confirmed your
suspicions that your parents weren’t cool;
candy cigarettes—um, why?

It was more about the magic of the
McNugget—remember the jingle to the
tune of “Do You Believe in Magic?”—
and, of course, the toy that you could get
in your Happy Meal. Furthermore, while
we were disobeying our parents by play
ing with food, we were watching com
mercials like the one for Bubble Tape
bubble gum that actually encouraged
ostracizing one’s parents. It sang out “six
feet of bubble gum, for you, not them”
and “them” was always identified as an

un-cool grownup wearing suspenders.
Bubble Tape is the stuff of rebellion. It
was too much gum—six whole feet—and
we were not supposed to share with the
people who bought it for us. Talk about
biting the hand that feeds you.
While these types of snacks allowed
us to vent our pre-pubescent angst, there
was another side to the food of our chi Idhood that was a little darker. Who can
forget candy cigarettes? These things
came in fake Marlboro boxes, were

wrapped in white paper, and when you
blew into them, sugar that looked strik
ingly like smoke puffed out. Looking
back, I cannot believe stores actually sold
such things. And I’m ashamed to say that
I bought them. Them, or a pack of Big
League Chew. There’s nothing like pack
ing a wad of bubble gum in your bottom
lip at age seven to look like your favor
ite tobacco-addicted baseball player.
Thinking about kiddie-dip now is absurd,
but at the time it seemed normal—not
rebellious like Bubble Tape, but rather
just ordinary. And, what is more, I re
member kids washing down all that sugar
residue with a nice, cold plastic tub of
“juice” that looked uncannily like a keg.
I don’t remember if I knew what a keg
was back then, but I do now, and those
little things had to have some sort of sub
liminal message. What does all of this
mean? I have no idea except that think
ing about these snacks and how they seem
so politically incorrect now makes me
feel old. Those snacks were a sign of the
times, times that have most definitely
passed.
As a child, I had a lot of fun sipping
OK soda and trying to figure out if it re
ally did have a different flavor every
swig. I was too naive to recognize the
ridiculousness of munching on something
called a “Ho-ho.” I created some serious
pretend underwater antics with Shark
Bites fruit snacks. All these silly things
were a part of the background in all of
our childhoods and although some of
them seem weird now looking back, they
might be what we remember most. Smell
might be the sense most tied to memory,
but let’s be honest, taste really can’t hurt
either.

Yo!: It brought hip-hop into our homes
continued from page 15
Money as hosts. Fab 5 Freddy would
continue to host weekend editions and
usually took the show outside of the stu
dio, hoping to connect with hip-hop’s
roots and portray the true nature of an
artist.
In an interview with VH1, Fab 5 ac
knowledged, “A lot of the VJs were al
ways seen on this set with a crazy back
ground going on. I said, ‘Let’s do it out
side. I’d feel a lot more comfortable be
ing on the street.”’ He hoped to be,
“close to where the music was coming
from, so that people could identify and
see the streets and see the artists in their
own environment.” Shooting footage of

a recording session from Pete Rock and
CL Smooth’s basement in Mount Vernon
or The Fresh Prince and DJ Jazzy Jeff
spitting freestyles on a tour bus gave ur
ban hip-hop heads something to be proud
of. It also exposed those white subur
ban kids to something fresh and new that
they could become part of.
The ratings for Yo! MTV Raps fell in
1991, and by 1993 it was reduced back
to a Friday night program. It all ended
in August 1995 with a classic final epi
sode made notable for the extended
freestyle session it featured, showcasing
numerous high-profile artists. As one of
the program’s best episodes, it served as
a fitting climax for the show.

More than a source of mindless en
tertainment, Yo! MTV Raps acted as an
agent in spreading the message of hip
hop culture. Of course, it wouldn’t hit
everybody in the same way, but for me,
it would act as the spark that would lead
to wildfire. As a white kid in the sub
urbs at that time, hip-hop was something
that needed to be sought out. In a time
when rap music bares such a heavy load
on deviant popular culture, there is con
tentment in the nostalgia that Yo! MTV
Raps brings. Hip-hop and I were like a
forced marriage, a love that was prede
termined. Thanks to the help of Yo! MTV
Raps, the relationship was made that
much better.

QUEENSPRESS

Yo! MTV Raps host Ed Lover
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Just press rewind
by

Jess McCauley ’07
A&E Staff

heard it. It’s that song with the pulsing
digital guitar intro, the “ooh-ooh-oohooh-ooh-ooh-ooh-ooh” chorus, and the
melancholy piano outro. See, I told you
that you’d know it.

Back in the glorious age of cassettes,
a mixtape was a work of art, a window
into the soul, a really good excuse to hide
in one’s room for the entirety of a Satur Blackstreet—“No Diggity”
day and avoid yard So I am clearly not a connoisseur of the
work—above all, an hip-hop nation. No matter. This love song
FEATURE expression of just performed in the style of half doo-wop
how cool my ninth quartet, half bluesy swing was still funky
grade music tastes were. For the sake of enough to grind to with my crush Matt
the PC populace I resurrected one of at the after-school social in seventh
these very tapes, a monumentous amal grade. Looking back, I think he was im
gamation of sweet tunes, the canon of pressed that 1 knew all the words, but
my adolescence: the infamous “Summer probably unenthusiastic about my at
Mix -’99”:
tempts at “busting a move.”

Goldfinger—“Here in Your Bedroom”
1 credit Goldfinger as one of the bands
that opened the door to punk rock when
I heard this catchy ska-infused punk
single on the alternative rock station in
Connecticut. 1 treasured the anthemic
chorus, the slightly skanky guitar, the
throaty vocals, but more importantly, that
the song alluded to being “on top.” Oh
scandal, outrage!
Oasis—“Don’t Look Back in Anger”
In the middle-school spirit of being as
“anti” as possible, 1 went the daring route
with my fove for Oasis and stuck behind
this beautifully melodic call for resolu
tion rather than that other wind-weary
ing single the Gallagher brothers re
leased.
Spacehog—“In the Meantime”
Don’t recognize it? You would if you

Blink 182—“Josie”
A torrent of a love song to a girl who
will be the designated driver, who re
spects Guy Time, who appreciates Clark
W. Griswold, Mexican food, and being
broke—hard to imagine a more perfect
punk rock princess. Trivia alert: In case
you’ve been living under a rock for about
a decade, U.L. and D.H.C. stands for
Unwritten Law and Dance Hall Crash
ers.
Cake—“The Distance”
Fashion Nugget was, for me and my
friends, one of the most relevant albums
of our youth, and this tale of an obses
sive yet emotionally negligent racecar
driver was burned into our brains as the
CD we continually played burned out
from overuse. The band’s unique blend
of lounge rock, alt country, and straight
forward pop melody sated our appetite

for detached coolness when the empty
burst of mainstream bubblegum pop
couldn’t deliver.
Stone Temple Pilots—“Interstate Love
Song”
Remember when Scott Weiland was a
smacked-out, rail-thin frontman croon
ing about his love for heroin, drugs, il
licit substances, and heroin? Oh wait.

Weezer—“El Scorcho”
So Rivers Cuomo had an inappropriate
penchant for a barely-teenaged Japanese
groupie, what of it? You can thank them
for this traipsing alt rock gem that fore
shadows the dawn of emo as Cuomo ac

knowledges he must make “a record of
his heart.” A surefire circumstance of
sing-along, by the end of the song you
too will offer to “bring home the turkey”
if said groupie will “bring home the ba
con.”

The Toadies—“Possum Kingdom”
The Toadies were possibly the best band
to not make it out of the 90s. Yes, their
crunchy guitars, slightly sinister vocal
delivery, and heavy riffs were enjoyable,
but I was more impressed with their abil
ity to lyrically seduce you to voluntarily
go “behind the boathouse” and “give it
up.” Slightly sadistic, mostly alternative,
entirely excellent.

The phantom menace
by

Katie Levine ’07
A&E Staff

Hollywood is notorious for turning to
other sources to get material for its mov
ies. These sources have consisted of
novels, short stories, the lives of signifi
cant people, and
MOVIE
plays—to name a
REVIEW
few.
However,
lately they have be
gun to exploit a source that until recently
was practically untapped: comic books
and graphic novels. Since 2000, theaters
have been bombarded with blockbusters
like X-Men, Blade, Spiderman, Fantas
tic Four, and Batman Begins. Even more
recently, the graphic novel has begun to
make an appearance. For example, Sin
City came onto the scene in 2005, and
Sin City 2 and 3 are already in the mak
ings. The films Road to Perdition and A
History of Violence were also based on
graphic novels.
Written for the screen by the
Wachowski brothers {The Matrix Tril
ogy), directed by James McTeigue, and
based on the graphic novel by Alan
Moore and David Lloyd, Vfor Vendetta
is the latest endeavor in this growing area
of film. It has something for everyone—
elements of action, drama, sci-fi, politi
cal commentary, and even a love story.
It is also a good example of the graphic
novel—based in the world of comics but
catering to a more mature audience.
V for Vendetta brings out some seri
ous subject matter that has become fright-

Vengeance is mine, sayeth the
guy in the creepy mask: The
masked vigilante V (above)
terrorizes a fascist Great
Britain of the future in an
attempt to lead a fight for
freedom. At right, Natalie
Portman and Stephen Rea are
curious about the masked V.

eningly relevant in today’s world. Evey
(Natalie Portman) lives in a fascist Great
Britain of the future, where the govern
ment has gained control over its people
through fear and intimidation. She meets
a masked vigilante who simply calls him
self V (Hugo Weaving), and is trying to
lead a fight for freedom from the oppression of the government. The film fol
lows Evey’s discovery of her true char
acter and V’s vendetta for freedom
weaved in with policeman Finch’s

V’s plot and the deceptive tactics of
Britain’s fascist government.
This film touches upon sensitive mat
ters in today’s world, as V uses terrorist
tactics to accomplish his agenda for free
dom. However, V is more of a freedom
fighter, and the film doesn’t focus on the
violence involved or even encourage it.
In fact, his methods are even questioned
in the film. The entire movie has a de
liberate focus on the ideas behind his

actions, rather than on promoting vio
lence.
A political parable that doesn’t nec
essarily connect to any specific political
regime, V for Vendetta is concerned with
human rights and emphasizes the impor
tance of the goals behind the actions. The
actual events of the plot get a little con
fusing, but in a powerful and poignant
final scene, it doesn’t really seem to mat
ter if you don’t have all of the facts or
the history straight. The film itself tells
you that it is not necessarily the actual
fact or person that matters, but the mean
ing behind it.
This is an intriguing movie, both ideo
logically and visually. It would be blas
phemous to overlook the incredible spe
cial effects you might expect from the
creators of The Matrix—but in no way
does the film rely on them to make it
great. It is not as fast-paced as the trail
ers probably make you think, but Vfor
Vendetta has the perfect mix of action
and drama that really draws you in. The
acting is incredible as well—especially
Weaving as the cultured, charismatic, and
sometimes fanatical V. Portman is great,
too, and creates an unusual, yet intrigu
ing relationship with V.
Think George Orwell’s 1984 mixed
with Phantom of the Opera for this
movie. If that sounds a little weird, then
good. You should always be looking for
something different, so it seems that
Hollywood might be doing the right thing
with these graphic novels.
GRADE: A-
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Rufus . . . why my family doesn’t own pets anymore
by

Jennifer McCafferty ’07
Portfolio Staff

My family has a bit of an infamous
history when it comes to pets. It’s a wellknown fact in the neighborhood that our
backyard, though it looks just like any
other backyard in the area,
has played host to a rather
ESSAY
large number of furry crea
tures over the years. The
problem, however is that they’re all dead.
It’s not that we didn’t like our vari
ous dogs, cats, or hamsters. Even the
obnoxious bird that enjoyed squawking
at its reflection in a little cage mirror at
4:00 a.m. everyday was loved to some
extent (albeit to a lesser extent than most
of the other animals). But no matter how
much affection we shed on our pets, they
inevitably died—and usually in some
bizarre, sitcom-esque manner
The most ridiculous such instance
was Rufus. He was one of those need
lessly furry cats who looked like he had
been punched in the face, rendering him
permanently pissed off. We got him as a
kitten from my sister’s piano teacher who
absolutely refused to spay her cat, citing
it as inhumane and unnatural, and thus
would constantly try to pawn off any
number of kittens to everyone from the
mailman to estranged family members
living three states away. Even as a baby,
Rufus’ attitude was one of indolent su
premacy. He was picky about his food
and cat toys, and if he did something
wrong (such as leave a blanket of hair
on the good sofa, claw his way through
my brother’s math book, or cough up
hairballs in my dad’s shoes), our punish
ments had no effect on him.
However, Fate intervened. One day,
there was a storm, and Rufus somehow

got caught outside in it. I’m not sure
what exactly happened to him that night,
but the next day we found him sitting at
the back door, his fur completely soaked,
his left back leg broken, staring in at us
with what appeared to be suppressed
rage, as if to say, “You will pay for this,
foul humans.”
Unfortunately for Rufus, whatever
plans for revenge he may have had were
put on hold for a while. We took him to
the vet, who put a cast on his leg and
told us to make sure it didn’t get wet or
dirty forthe next six weeks. He also put
one of those gramophone-looking de
vices around the cat’s neck to keep him
from chewing the cast. Hence, the fol
lowing days were marked by the gentle
padding sound of Rufus’s first three
paws, followed by the thump-drag of his
broken fourth leg along the linoleum
kitchen floor. At dinner, when he would
sit under the table in case we dropped
any food, we would sometimes feel the
plastic headgear hit our shins or chair
legs.
Rufus retained his attitude through
out his handicap, though. He could not
jump up onto sofas or chairs anymore,
but he would perch on a pile of blankets
in the comer of the living room as though
it were a golden throne, watching us go
about our business, clearly disapprov
ing of every move we would make. He
still turned his nose up at his food (al
though, now the plastic dome around his
head would usually smack into the wall
behind him). And, occasionally, he
would saunter unevenly away from his
litter box with an expression of sinister
triumph in his squinty eyes that seemed
to say, “I dare you to go in there.”
Rufus had made it four and a half
weeks into his recovery when Fate dealt

She said, He said

Making PC an emotionally stable place,
one letter at a time...
This Week
...what happens when your
pina colada has suddenly gone sour?

Dear Tiffany and Earl,

I, like many other students here at Providence College, am
not happy to be back at school. Over the course of the
week we were off, I met a girl. We hooked up and hung out
for the whole week and I could not have asked for a better
spring break. But, that’s the thing—we also connected on a
much deeper level, and I really had a great time just
hanging out with her. Now back at school we still see each
other ... kind of. But, we don’t seem to have the same
flame that burned so bright in Mexico. I think she feels
something for me, but I’m afraid she may chalk the whole
week up to too many margaritas or glasses of sex on the
beach. Needless to say, I both lust and long for her. I can’t
seem to get her out of my head. She is all I think about and
I need her. Please help.
—Spring Brokenhearted

him another bad card. We had to bring
him back to the vet for a checkup, so we
put him in his cat-carrier, drove to the
animal hospital, and sat down in the wait
ing room. It was very busy that day for
some reason. Then, suddenly, two huge
dogs on leashes across the room from
each other decided that they no longer
liked each other and simultaneously es
caped their masters, meeting in the
middle of the room for what appeared to
be a sort of canine Jerry Springer epi
sode. Chaos ensued: people stood up and
tried to pull their own pets away from
the fight and animals cried out in their
various languages. The two dog owners
rushed to separate the fighters, and one
of them kicked Rufus’s cat-carrier as he

dashed by. It flipped over, the door
hinges broke, and Rufus tumbled out,
looking less than sure of himself forthe
first time in his life. He clambered to his
feet and hobbled away from the pande
monium in the center of the room.
Unfortunately, someone hadn’t shut
the door properly, and it was now swing
ing open in the wind. Rufus saw the rela
tive calm outside and ran as best he could
toward the street. .. needless to say, he
was unable to dodge the cars as nimbly
as he used to.
Rufus was the last pet we owned. I
suppose the high opinion he had of him
self rubbed off on us, because after him,
any other animal would have been a bit
of a letdown.

ILLUSTRATION BY

Dear Spring Brokenhearted,
I’m tom. My girl instinct tells me that Spring Break is
not the place to meet people. I firmly believe that when you
tell people how you met your significant other, you prob
ably shouldn’t start the story with: “This one time, when I
was so wasted...” But, Spring Break is a unique situation.
Not only is it a time infused with the consumption of drinks,
but it also, above most other things, is a vacation. And meet
ing someone on vacation is considered ok by me. So, your
situation is valid, especially because you believe your rela
tionship extends above the shallowness usually associated
with Spring Break hook-ups. So, congratulations.
The real question: Does the object of your affection feel the same way as you do?
I know it’s hard to believe, but girls get just as freaked out about relationships as
boys. It’s important to consider that she might not have gone to Mexico with hopes
of finding a boyfriend, and maybe you started to look really good after a couple of
strawberry daiquiris. If she starts to make excuses that she “has too much work” or
“wants to spend some time with her friends,” then she probably doesn’t want to hang
out with you because if she could, she would—and she has probably been saying
“what happens on spring break, stays on spring break,” to her friends since she got
off the plane.
I think you need to talk to her because it seems that your feelings are getting
pretty strong, and I wouldn’t want to see you get hurt. Chances are she will be honest
with you, but if she doesn’t look you in the eye when you ask her about it, then
maybe you should question whether that heat of spring break can really survive
amongst our wind tunnels. Best of luck!

Dear Spring Brokenhearted,
ASK ZOLTAR!

Write
Send your
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The poem is a little myth of man's capacity of making life meaningful. And in the end, the
poem is not a thing we see--it is, rather, a light by which we may see-- and what we see is life.
--Robert Penn Warren
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Faith

by

can you see the footprints in the sand
as 1 walk along the beach,
feeling dreams beneath my feet
wanting you to walk beside me
On this journey, hold my hands
Keep me safe from harm
so as not to step on the translucent glass
whose rough edges you take time to make smooth
so that splendid beauty can shine
even through the roughest edges
of a piece of trash
made new by you—
a glimmering treasure of the sea
a perfect gift, formed in a cycle
from you to me,
from me
to you,
to me

y

e

r

www.stps.org.uk/images/footprint

No More Songs

John Cheney retires
by

Kristina Reardon ’08
Asst. Portfolio Editor

by

Dan Meehan ’07
Portfolio Staff

There will always be something, 1 think
That I will see
Whenever 1 look
Into the breeze
And my eyes won’t tear just
From the air
But from the silence
Of the trees

John Cheney leaving after so long
sitting on the Temple sideline
pounding the hard wood
Temple floor—
now sits humbly bobbing,
ticking off his final seconds
as people like me
sit licking their chops
excited and amused at
such a shift in leader
ship taking shape
before our eyes one afternoon.

And when I see a book with cut pages
Jagged
Smelling like cinnamon
1 will remember

The man wears black
shades to cover his eyes
and ceremoniously
accompany this event
with class.

Like drops of rain
That fall between the cracks
Of the sidewalk where I move my feet
Never to be noticed
Never to be seen
I will walk along
I will
Walk along
And maybe I won’t notice
That my cheeks and shoelaces
Are wet
And that I was wrong.

Grateful and premeditated,
mindful and educated,
tributes success to Cosby
and Philadelphia and
his race.
And he said all of our lives
are important
and he said all of us have
made decisions
and he said all of our decisions
have turned out pretty well,
he said people are interesting creatures
and that the rights outweigh the wrong.
But then he started talking of race
and the hard fought hell bent struggle
trying to get out of the city
of brotherly love
and being pounded on and
hounded on, but surviving
and holding no grudge,
and the network thought this
too much for t.v. and cut him off
before he was done.
Now, just to be sure
I checked on CNN
and saw an odd looking fellow
squinting and fumbling
for words.

Sarah Arnini ’07
Portfolio Staff

by

Kyle Vealey ’09
Portfolio Staff

Moodly to tight Upon
The languid smoothly pures
Dirtying the eyes limp in
To comfortable restly of sure
As out, to spot the Shy pair squirm
,upon Sure of
& back to snib-lips of words
And heaving the lame

Ha’ sah
bO ut, we

mm

’ovo

He clumsily mocked
myself and John Cheney,
with nothing fresh, nothing
new, nothing short
of degrading.

To the perhaps hell of whatever wet

Oh, how I then
missed John Cheney.

& May having part of laying of heaven
Open, what’sthi’s, April’s flower.

Ouht o’he

rrr’

Roving Photographers
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Ifyou were a roving
photographer, what would you ask?

“What do you use on your hair?”
Alvaro Muniz ’07

“What time is it in Egypt?”
Jack Dickinson ’06

“Wanna Ruck?”
Kaeli Morrissey ’09, Kayla Capizzano ’09, Steph Jarem ’07, Jaime Cahn ’09

“I wouldn’t ask anything.”
Kyle Dobbins ’08

“Who is your favorite lunch lady?”
Sarah Highland ’08

Ricky LaBontee
“Want to be the new roving
photographer? .. . Please?”
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Elena Romero

Mark Seyer

Women’s Softball
Senior—Chula Vista, Calif.
Romero earned MVP honors at the Bash at
the Beach Tournament in Georgetown,
Del., batting .533 with two home runs and
five RBIs. Romero’s efforts helped lead
the Friars to a perfect 5-0 record at the
tournament.

Men’s Lacrosse
Senior—Kirkwood, Mo.
The senior midfielder netted the game
winner for the Friars in an 8-7 double
overtime thriller over St. Joe’s on Sunday.
It marked the third goal in as many games
for Seyer, as PC started its conference
season with a win.

Scores

Schedules

Friday 3/17

Softball vs. LaSalle (Georgetown, Del.)
Softball vs. Fairleigh Dickinson
(Georgetown, Del.)

Saturday 3/25

W.5-3

Softball at Villanova (Doubleheader)
Lacrosse vs. Wagner

Noon
2:00 p.m.

W, 16-7
Sunday 3/26

Softball at Rutgers (Doubleheader)

Saturday 3/18

Softball vs. St. Peter’s (Georgetown, Del.)
Softball vs. Lafayette (Georgetown, Del.)
Lacrosse at St. Joseph’s

Noon

W,6-l
W,8-6
W, 8-7 (2OT)

Sunday 3/19

Softball vs. Marist (Georgetown, Del.)
Tennis at St. Peter’s (Georgetown, Del.)
Tennis vs. Temple
Tennis vs. St. Peter’s

W, 5-4
W, 6-0
L, 4-1
W, 6-0

Standings
Women’s Tennis Box Score vs. St. Peter’s.(3/19)
Singles
Jennifer Daigle (PC) def. Angela Wiggs; 7-5, 6-0
Sara Bitetti (PC) def. Vanessa Pangikas; 6-3, 6-3
Ashley Rissolo (PC) def. Kristy Bonner; 6-4, 6-3
Erin Kenaga (PC) def. Meredith Earley; 7-6, 6-4
Meghan Gilroy (PC) def. Andrea Estay; 6-2, 6-0

Doubles
„ Bitetti/Daigle (PC) def. Wiggs/Bonner; 8-6
Kenaga/Schultz (PC) def. Pangikas/Earley; 8-6
Gilroy/Rissolo (PC) def. Estay/Chevna; 8-0

Final Men’s Hockey East Conference Standings
GF
Pts
Team
T
L
W
89
37
Boston University
3
7
17
Maine
93
36
2
17
8
Boston College
86
36
17
2
2
New Hampshire
85
34
14
7
6
Providence
78
14
31
10
3
Vermont
10
65
26
11
6
UMass Lowell
11
74
14
24
2
Massachusetts
10
15
60
22
2
Northeastern
3
17
7
57
13
Merrimack
3
19
5
43
11

GA
67
60
58
63
67
62
96
77
88
86
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Friars, at 13-4, off to best start in a decade
by

Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Staff

2006 has been a great year so far for
the Providence College softball team.
Off to their best start since 1996, the team
is 13-4 overall, and begins its Big East
schedule this weekend.
The team took the
SOFTBALL
title at the Bash at the
Beach Tournament in
Georgetown, Del., last Sunday. In addi
tion, the Friars are currently on a fivegame winning streak.
To reach the title game against Marist,
Providence defeated La Salle, Farleigh
Dickinson, St. Peter’s and Lafayette. Jun
ior Sara Surosky pitched a complete
game in the 5-4 victory against Marist to
earn the tournament title.
Seniors Michelle Willette and Elena
Romero, as well as junior Katie Ross,
each chipped in with two hits to secure
the win, which was the 10th win out of
the last 11 games for the Friars.
On Saturday, the team triumphed over
both St. Peter’s and Lafayette en route
to the title. Surosky was the starting
pitcher against St. Peter’s, a 6-1 victory
for Providence. Junior Rachel
Bartholomew and freshman Gina Rossi
led the offense with two hits apiece;
Bartholomew hit a home run and three
RBIs, while Rossi drove in two runs.
Despite being down 6-0 in the fourth
inning, the Friars rebounded in that in
ning to get back in the game, scoring five
runs, and eventually earned an 8-6 win
against Lafayette. Surosky returned to
pitch in the fifth inning to relieve fresh
man starting pitcher Alicia Levin.
Bartholomew then slugged her second
home run of the day to bring in the win
ning runs in the sixth inning. Rossi added
another two RBIs in this game to help
the Friars sneak out the win.
“1 would say that one of the key as
pects to our team this year is belief in

ourselves,” said junior Caroline Santilli.
“When we have been behind in games
of only had a small lead, not for one sec
ond did we think we would not pull
ahead.”
However, the Friars’ performance
against Lafayette was not their first
come-from-behind win of the tourna
ment. Providence came from behind
twice the previous day to defeat La Salle
5-3, followed by another win over
Farleigh Dickinson 16-7. Providence ini
tially trailed Fairleigh Dickinson, 6-0 be
fore rallying and scoring 10 runs on nine
straight hits in the fifth inning.
Elena Romero started the rally with a
home run in the second and eventually
classmate Michelle Willette’s two run
homer ended the game by the mercy rule
in the bottom of the fifth. Willette had
four RBIs in the game, while senior Tara
Sullivan added three of her own. Alisha
Levin pitched three innings for Provi
dence to earn the win.
“We have some great bats and we
have total confidence in them,” stated
Santilli.
Before the tournament, the team lost
to the Pittsburgh Panthers 2-0 in the semi
finals of the Winthrop Invitational on
March 12. Surosky pitched a solid game
but did not get any run support. The team
loaded the bases but could not bring any
runners across the plate.
The team started off their season by
participating in the Rebel Spring Games
in Ocoee, Fla. over Spring Break where
they went 5-3, beating Maine, Toledo,
St. Joseph’s, Sacred Heart, and Tennes
see State and falling to Yale, Monmouth,
and Holy Cross.
The team opens its conference sched
ule with doubleheaders away at
Villanova and Rutgers on Saturday,
March 25 and 26 respectively. Come
support the team in their home opener
on Thursday, March 30 as they play a
doubleheader against Quinnipiac at 2:00
and 4:00.

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Junior pitcher Sara Surosky improved her record to 8-4 over the weekend,
claiming wins over St Peter’s, La Salle, Lafayette, and Marist in the Bash at
the Beach Tournament in Delaware. Surosky struck out 12 batters in the title
game against Marist, as she pitched her ninth complete game of the season.
PC claimed the title after beating five teams at the tournament.

Men and Women Needed for
Alcohol Drinking Research Study

For up-to-date coverage of PC
Athletics and more visit

The Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies at Brown
University is examining the effects of a medication on
responses to drinking and alcohol related cues. Study
participation will involve several outpatient visits
over approximately a 6-week period.

Earn up to $500 for completing the study
You must be 21-65 years old, a regular drinker, and
not seeking treatment for alcohol problems.

www.thecowl.com

TODAY! 1
Attorney Robert B. MannCriminal Law
All Felonies & Misdemeanors
DWI & Domestic Violence
Drug Offenses

610 Turks Head Place, Providence, RI
(401)351-5770 24 Hours (401) 965-3239
------------ www. lawy ers. com/mannl aw---------

Call Amy or JP at (401) 444-1807

CLASSIFIEDS
Foi • Rent

Apartments for Rent
Apartment for Rent!
Many 3-12 bed recently
Pembroke Ave near PC 2nd
renovated apartments and
and 3rd floors: 3 Large
houses available. Houses on Bedrooms, new porch, new
Oakland, Pembroke, Eaton, kitchen appliances, stove,
Pinehurst, and Tyndall.
refrigerator, dishwasher, new
Many have new baths, hard gas baseboard heat, and gas
woods, parking, and laundry. hot water, new bathrooms.
Some available with phone, Secure area with lighted
cable, and high speed
parking. $1,200.00 per
internet jacks in every room. month Call 831-3100.
Call 952-0966 for details.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE OFF-CAMPUS?
Great house for group of 4-5. Comer of Admiral St. and
Huxley Ave. Off-street parking, washer/dryer, DW, alarm,
porch, fireplace, and more. Call M. Perry 334-4045.
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Retrench and rearm—primed for success next year
by

Drew Goucher ’08
Sports Staff

The 2005-06 Season proved to be an
emotional roller coaster for the Provi
dence College’s Women’s Hockey Team,
filled with hockey highs and lows that
have rivaled recent
WOMEN’S Rhode Island temperaHOCKEY ture trends in terms of
' their diversity.
First there were the good times. A win
over Brown to claim the Mayor’s Cup, a
trophy Providence has not often captured
in recent years. There was the five game
winning streak that culminated in the
Brown game. A big 6-1 win over Boston
University down the stretch. And who
could forget the final game of the regu
lar season, with nothing less than a play
offberth at stake, as the Friars rallied for
three third-period goals against UConn
to erase a 2-2 deadlock and cement the
third seed in the Hockey East Tourna
ment?
But there were the not-so-good times:
Providence’s season-long struggles
against the University of New Hamp
shire. The 2-1 loss to UConn in the sec
ond-to-last game of the season that put
the Friars in a precarious position for the
final game. Two big losses to Boston
College the weekend before. And of
course, the first round playoff exit at the
hands of those very same Eagles, when
a 3-1 defeat ended the Friars’ season.
Providence’s season was truly a bit
of everything.
Of course, it wasn’t supposed to end
this way. PC was coming off three con
secutive Hockey East championships
from 2003 to 2005, and four out of five
league titles. The bar was set high enter
ing the season.
But what was expected this year,
turned out a little bit different. With a
strong recruiting class and a large num
ber of underclassmen, there was not as
much experience in the locker room, es
pecially on defense. Despite the team’s
best efforts, this became increasingly
apparent down the stretch, as the race for
the tournament tightened and the reality
of the pressure to maintain the high stan
dard set by previous PC teams set in.
With senior captain and leading
scorer Karen Thatcher at the helm of the
team, it was obvious the team would
battle day in and day out. And they did.
“I thought we had a solid season. But

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Senior Karen Thatcher has been the team’s leading scorer for the past two
seasons, accumulating 61 goals in her three years at PC.
we came up short and just weren’t able
to finish things off in the end,” said jun
ior forward Sonny Watrous, who will
most likely become Providence’s offen
sive centerpiece next season with the loss
of Thatcher, a senior, to graduation.
Sophomore defenseman Kathleen
Smith echoed those sentiments.
“We had a big reputation to hold onto
entering the season. With eight freshman
and six sophomores, we knew this year
wasn’t going to be the easiest. 1 feel like
it was more of a leam-and-develop year
than anything else. We did pull off some
big wins but we obviously didn’t win
enough this season. Our season was cut
short, but all we can do now is start get
ting ready for next year,” she summa
rized.
And as the team heads into spring
workouts, it appears that is exactly what
they are doing. Well, except the seniors.
The team has made it clear that they will
be missed. This group is a talented one
that includes Thatcher (47 points), for
ward Ashley Payton (32 points), and for
ward Katelynn Laffin (20 points). Senior
netminder Jana Bugden has one remain
ing year of eligibility due to a redshirt in
2004-05, and will return to guard the
pipes in 2006-07.
However, the three graduating play
ers will be missed.

“No question, we’re really going to
miss them,” said Watrous. “1 can’t ex
press how much they helped us. All the
contributions they made were huge. I
know with me my freshman year, and the
freshmen this year, just helping
out...we’ll miss that.”
“This year we had a smaller senior
class,” Smith continued. “But despite
their numbers, they proved to be an im
portant aspect of our team. They’ll be
greatly missed for their contributions
both on and off the ice.”
Watrous even added special praise for
Laffin, who grew into her role as an of
fensive player this season, and became
the team’s powerplay specialist, record
ing seven of her career-high ten goals
with the man advantage as part of a unit
that posted a 20.6 percent conversion
rate. She finishes her PC career with 30
goals and 28 assists.
“[Laffin] really stepped up big down
the stretch. Throughout the year, she re
ally became an impact player on the
team, and that really helped everyone
out,” the junior said.
Thatcher, of course, has been the
team’s leading scorereach of the last two
seasons. She has played three years at
PC after transferring from Brown Uni
versity, posting 61 goals and 79 assists
during her Friar years, and including her

numbers from Brown, 73 goals and 102
assists. She was named to Hockey East’s
First All-Star team this year and won the
league Sportsmanship Award.
And Payton, despite redshirting the
2004-05 season with an injury, proved
to be a consistent scorer during her time
at Providence as well. She finishes her
career with 48 goals and 62 assists,
cracking the 100 point club this season.
"I had a great time playing here,” she
said. “Obviously 1 wouldn’t have come
back fora fifth year if 1 didn’t truly love
it here. The coaching staff and my team
mates were great, and I’ll really miss
them. It’s going to be tough moving on,
but 1 wish the best for next year’s team,
and I know they’ll do great.”
Thankfully, the future is as bright as
the past in this regard.
Hockey East Second Team All-Star
defenseman Kristin Gigliotti will return
as one of the leading offensive
defensemen in the country. Her contri
butions are many, and occur at botn ends
of the ice. Likewise, with Watrous,
Smith, and Bugden returning, there will
be experience up front, on the backline,
and between the pipes. Forwards Jenna
Keilch and Rachel Crissy will each re
turn a year more experienced, and fresh
men Katy Beach and Erin Normore ap
pear ready to produce at a premium level
in 2006-07.
There is much to look forward to with
this team, even if 2005-06 did not ap
proach the level many expected.
“[2005-06] will be a good thing for
this team,” said Payton. “It was a rebuild
ing year. But because of it, they ’ re going
to be ready next year. 1 look forward to
hearing how well they’re doing in the
future.”
But the Friars will not walk away from
this year devoid of accomplishments.
They will always have the final game of
the season, the UConn game, where they
stared down the prospect of missing the
playoffs about midway through the sec
ond period trailing 2-1. The 2005-06
Friars will always have that tying goai in
the second, and the three goals in the
third—notches on their belts, and a tes
tament to the tenacity with which they
played all season, even when the results
weren’t there.
Mark her words; the AccuWeather
forecast for 2006-07 comes from Smith.
“That game was a preview for what’s
to come next year.”

Friars: Quarterfinal exit in Hockey East Tourney
continued from back page
in the second game, it made me proud to
be a part of the team,” Rheault said. This
all coming from a guy who received three
IVs offluid and muscle relaxants to treat
dehydration after the deciding game. It
was a heroic performance that signified
the grit and determination of a team that
was undermanned for the series—miss
ing not only Pemberton but senior left
wing Nate Meyers as well.
Like in the first game, neither team
potted a first period goal. Getting away
from the first game’s script, PC scored
the first goal of the game at 3:20 of the
second period in the power play. Junior
forward Colin McDonald scored off a
rebound, with assists going to junior for
ward Jamie Carroll and freshman center
Nick Mazzolini. The Wildcats tied it up
at 10:14 in the second also on the power
play as they worked a one-timer to per
fection.
The third period was fast-paced, as
both teams had potential game-winners
stopped. Sims stood tall, keeping his
team in the game for as long as possible.
The Friars received a penalty with 25
seconds left in the third but were able to
kill it in the third and the rest at the start
of the first overtime.
The Wildcats seemed to gain momen
tum as the game went on, outshooting
PC 15-5. The best chance of the first
overtime belonged to PC, however, as
sophomore defenseman Trevor Ludwig

skated in on a breakaway that was even- our program to have a good regular sea
tually stuffed.
son but to go one and out in the playoffs.
lension mounted as the game went We’re not going one and out anymore;
into a second overtime. The game fi that’s not what we’re trying to create
nally ended at 14:18 of the period__ the here.”
94th minute of the game overall—when
PC finished the season 17-16-3 over
a UNH forward put a rebound past Sims. all and 14-10-3 in Hockey East. For
For PC, what could you say? Sims much of the season they were a fixture
practically stood on his head in goal, in the national polls, peaking as high as
making a career-high 59 saves (fifth all number nine in the country. Six points
time in PC history), and the rest of the separated them from Hockey East regu
team battled hard until the end. It was a lar-season champions Boston University
frustrating way to end an otherwise very (who they were 2-0-1 against for the sea
successful season.
son), and Army could point to three
Sims he felt that the Friars would games that made up that slim margin. On
have won the deciding game three had January 15, PC had a 3-1 leadonUMassthey managed to pull off a win on Fri Lowell in the third at Schneider and let
that slip away, losing 4-3 in overtime. On
day.
“We played hard both games, but we Feb. 16 at Northeastern, the Friars were
just couldn’t score and the bounces up 1 -0 in the third and lost 2-1. Finally,
weren’t going our way, which will hap the third game that fell out of their grasp
was the aforementioned Merrimack
pen,” he said.
So just what did Coach Army say to game, senior night, where they gave up
his team after the heartbreaking second a 3-1 lead with five minutes left and lost
in overtime.
loss?
As a young team, PC had a hard time
“I told them I was proud of them, he
said. “They were the driving force in down the stretch closing out games. As
reenergizing our program, establishing Army said, “We were still learning how
a new identity to our program. But 1 told to win.” If circumstances had been dif
them that I wanted to let this hurt; it hurts ferent, and the Friars had held onto the
when you lose like that and I want the leads in those particular games, they
hurt to be carried with them all summer would have been tied with BU—whom
long so they’ll give everythingnext year they would have owned the tiebreaker
on. So with a few lucky goals or stops,
to make it to the Garden.
rhat s what it takes to make it to the PC would have been Hockey East regu
semi-final round and to win it,” he con lar season champions.
When he summed up the season,
tinued. No longer is it good enough for

Army recognized that his team had a lot
to hold their heads up about.
“We had a good year. You always
want to win a championship, so you’re
never satisfied until you’re carrying that
trophy whether it’s around the (Boston)
Garden or in the NCAAs. We were
picked eighth in Hockey East and we
went from six Hockey East wins last sea
son to 14. Playing all year as one of the
top four in Hockey East and the top 20
in the country allows you to gain some
good experience from handling the night
in and night-out challenges that face a
good hockey team. We were young, we
hadn’t been through it and we’ll be bet
ter next year because we’ve been through
it and we have a better feel for the emo
tional side of it.”
From a player’s perspective, the sea
son was immensely enjoyable. Rheault
and Sims both echoed the thoughts of
their coach—that they all wished they
were still playing hockey right now, in
the NCAA tournament, and that they al
ready can’t wait for September to come.
“I’ve never had as much fun playing
hockey as 1 did this season,” Rheault
said. “We made huge strides from last
year and we’re so close to cracking the
top four. The big part is that we enjoyed
coming to the rink everyday whether it
was for a practice or game.”
Finally, Coach Army wanted to thank
the Dominicans, the Providence College
faculty, and students for making
Schneider the place to be on game nights.
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PC at NCAAs Lacrosse: Pick up first win over break
by

Stephanie LaCharite ’06
Sports Editor

The Providence College Men’s and
Women’s Indoor Track Season came to
a close over spring break with the NCAA
Indoor Championships. The event was
held on March 10 and 11
INDOOR in Fayetteville, Ark.
TRACK
Providence sent three
athletes to the Champion
ships to compete, two from the women’s
side and one from the men’s. On the first
day of the event, all three athletes com
peted and two made it through their
events to advance to the finals the fol
lowing day.
Sophomore Max Smith participated
in the mile finishing fifth in his heat and
ninth overall in the preliminaries with a
time of 4:03.12, which sent him along to
the finals. In the finals Smith came in
sixth in a time of 4:14.83.
On the women’s side senior Mary
Cullen and junior Meghan Owen repre
sented the Friars at the Championships.
Owen ran the mile event, finishing in a
time of5:06.14, placing eighth in her heat
and 17th overall. Her performance was
not enough to send her to the final round
the next day.
Cullen on the other hand, finished
second overall for the 3,000-meter run
in 9:10.22, which did not have a prelimi
nary race. Cullen also competed in the
5,000-meter race; however she did not
finish the race. The collegiate and NCAA
records for the 3,000-meter and 5,000meter events are held by Providence
alum Kim Smith ’05.
With the indoor season complete, the
Providence Men’s and Women’s Track
team will begin its season on Friday
March 31, with its first race in Stanford,
Calif., at the Stanford Invitational.

continued from back page
sarily tougher competition, but we were
just unable to capture the momentum.”
With the events of Florida recently be
hind them, PC focused on St. Joseph’s.
The game marked the first MA AC game
for both teams this season, and Provi
dence, then 0-3, was hoping to change
their luck.

Providence has been a dominant
force in the MAAC over the last five
years, and as 2006 took the field against
MAAC opponent St. Joe’s, it was evi
dent that the Friars planned on continu
ing their trend.
PC would start off the scoring mid
way through the first quarter. Kelly drove
the net and blew one past the Hawk
goaltenderat 7:18. SJU would score two
goals giving them the lead into the sec
ond quarter. It was then that both Farley
and Hollister would score a goal giving
PC a one goal edge on the Hawks.
St. Joe’s would score once more be
fore the half off of Mike O’Neill.
O’Neill’s goal at 5:54 in the second quar
ter tied the two teams as they went into
half-time intermission.
After the start of the second half got
underway, the outlook for Providence
looked a little bleak. The Hawks would
come out followingthe intermission and
score two more goals giving them a 5-3
lead.
“That’s just lacrosse,” said Burdick.
“The game is expected to go back and
forth. 1 think that the real change in mo
mentum came though when we brought
our long-sticks, Pat James, James
Courter, and Liam Smith to take the face
offs. With Liam taking the draw and the
other two getting possession we were
able to get some scoring opportunities.
Our ability to switch players around like
that shows our strength in players and

started the fourth quarter with a goal

in the man-up penalty and 1:33 remain
ing in the extra period. With this goal,
the Friars took the lead and ultimately
the win.
Junior goaltender Peter Littell earned
the victory for PC between the pipes with
14 saves. Littell was named MAAC De
fensive Player of the Week on Monday,
March 20 for his stellar performance
against St. Joe’s. Facing 35 shots, includ
ing 14 shot attempts in the fourth quar
ter Littell helped secure the 8-7 double
OT win for PC.
“We had more confidence going into
the St. Joe’s game,” said Courter. “St.
Joe’s is a MAAC team and the MAAC
is our conference. We are used to play
ing them and based on past performances
we knew we should have won. Because
of this we played more confidently and
were able to come away with the win.”
Wagner is Providence’s next oppo
nent. Posting an 0-6 record to start off
the season, Wagner has lost all of its
games by as little as eight points and as

apiece before the tiawks were able to

many as 1 5 points. Providence defeated

post another goal. Trailing 7-5 with 5:54
left in regulation, SJU responded with a
pair of late goals to force the extra ses
sions. Senior Keegan Wilkinson brought
the Hawks within one when he scored off
a pass from O’Neill with 4:56 remain
ing. The Hawks then tied the game 7-7
by capitalizing on a man-up situation 55
seconds later.
The tied score forced the first over
time of the game. The four minutes would
proceed and both teams would be held
scoreless. As the second overtime began,
PC got an opening that it needed to seize
its victory.
SJU freshman Pat Williams was
flagged for unnecessary roughness with
2:29 left in the second OT. In the manup situation, senior Mark Seyer con
verted the game-winner off a pass from
Ryan with only four seconds remaining

Wagner last year 10-6 and go into the
game with the ambition to extend its win
ning streak to two by slaying the
Seahawks.
\
Providence (1-2, 1-0 MAAC) will
return to action on Saturday, March 25,
against MAAC foe Wagner. Hopefully
the confidence level will carry forward
as the Friars will face the Seahawks at
the Lacrosse Complex in Providence,
R.I. at 2:00 p.m.
“We don’t really care who we are
going to play,” said Burdick. “We are
focusing on who we are and what we can
do. We are trying to obtain a level of play
that can consistently provide us with
wins, and the kids are trying hard now to
get us there.”

our players’ arsenal of information about
the game.”
With three minutes left in the third
quarter, spurred by the face-offs of the
long-sticks, junior Mark Dillon notched
the first of Providence’s four unanswered
goal run. Soon after was Kelly at 2:16.

We don’t really care who
we are going to play. We
are focusing on who we are
and what we can do. We
are trying to obtain a level
of play that can
consistently provide us
with wins.
Head Coach Chris Burdick

Farley and junior Bennett Murphy
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Outdoor season begins for women’s tennis
by

Ryan Holt ’09
Sports Staff

It has been a busy few weeks for the
Providence College Women’s Tennis
team. The Friars traveled across the
country to California for showdowns
with UC Riverside,
WOMEN’S Grossmont College, and
TENNIS Claremont McKenna. On
their trip, they posted a 12 record. Upon returning home, the Fri
ars traveled to New Jersey, with split re
sults—a win against St. Peters and a loss
to Temple.
“All our opponents were very fo
cused, found ways to get to the ball and
put it back in play,” said Coach Wayne
Turner.
The California trip was the first time
this spring season the Friars played out
doors. It was a tough adjustment at first,
with a sweep for opponent UC Riverside.
The match proved to be a rude welcome
for the Friars, who did not win a single

set in any match of the contest.
“We were just outmatched," said

Turner. “[It was a] very frustrating day.
UC had total command of the courts.”
Despite the first day, the Friars
perservered and bounced back the next
day, notching a 4-3 victory.
“I think we adjusted quickly,” said
Senior Sara Bitetti, who won her match
at the No. 2 slot by a score of 6-1, 6-7,
10-8. “We all played well.”
Joining Bitetti in victory were team
mates sophomore Kate Lyons and fresh
men Ashley Rissolo and Meghan Gilroy.
Rissolo won her match in straight sets.
“[This was a] very good win for the
team,” said Turner. “One day made a
difference. We had a better command of
outdoor play.”
Another tough team and an even
tougher day were ahead for the Friars.
Claremont McKenna provided another

Senior Sara Bitetti added one of the Friars’ four points in the team’s victory
over Grossmont College. Bitetti won at the No. 2 spot for the Friars in
6-1,6-7,10-8. The Friars lost their two other matches over the break.
loss for the young team. Freshman Amy
Davagian provided the lone victory in the
contest. Davagian defeated her oppo
nent 8-1 in the No. 10 spot.
Though the score does not look as
such, the Friars did play well, Turner
said.
“I thought this was by far our best
showing,” said Turner. “Every girl re
ally competed with Claremont. Point
construction, intensity, not giving up
were all the aspects of the match, which
were important.”

The 1 -2 record and improvements in
their level of play were not the only sto
ries of the trip. The team also had the
opportunity to witness American tennis
star Andy Roddick show off some moves.
Meeting Roddick was quite a thrill for
the team.
“We watched him practice. We took
a photo with him,” said Bitetti.
After returning like the rest of the
College for a week of classes, the Friars
spent Sunday in New Jersey earning a
split with their two opponents.

The first match was a great success,
with the Friars sweeping St. Peters. Each
of the wins also came in straight sets, a
tremendous showing of progress for the
team.
Playing two matches in one day is al
ways tough; it proved true for the Friars
Sunday. Temple took all singles matches.
The lone victory for the Friars came in
Doubles, as sophomore Erin Kenaga and
junior Kerry Schulz teamed up for a
straight set win.
Kenaga was the only Friar to be un
defeated for the day in New Jersey. She
won her singles match against St. Peters
and both of her doubles matches.
Overall, the young Friars were 2-3
over five matches, not a bad showing
against such tough competition.
“We’re progressing pretty well,” said
Bitetti, who was impressed with the
progress of her young counterparts.
“It was a great learning experience
especially for our younger players,” said
Turner of the past few weeks. He cited
great improvements in the level of play
of his team over the recent weeks.
With the warmer weather approach
ing, the Friars are now in the midst of
the outdoor portion of the season. Ad
justments have had to be made quickly,
and so far, they have been.
The road ahead is not an easy one with
their record currently sitting at 5-9.
There are six matches left for the Friars.
After a week off, they will host Pittsburgh
on April 2 at 10:00 a.m.
“That will be a big match, they’re al
ways tough,” Bitetti said.
With great strides already made, look
for even further progress for the young
squad in the weeks ahead. The results
may not be reflected in the record right
away, but are expected to follow. This
certainly is proving to be a young team
with a lot of promise.

NCAA: The road to Indianapolis
continued from back page
variation of the Princeton offence and
that will give Florida problems, and if
they can keep Joakim Noah (Florida’s
center) from having a big game, the
Hoyas will come out on top”.
Allison Whelan ’06 has done tre
mendously well in her bracket, with only
a few losses so far. “I watched ESPN
announcers and listened to their picks,”
she said. “I put some time in research
ing the teams and possible upsets.”
When asked about her Final Four, she
said: “Duke will top UCLA while UConn
will win the Big East matchup over
Villanova and the championship against
the Blue Devils.”
I am currently in third place in my
bracket (out of 10) and have only two
possible teams left to make the final four.
While my chances of overtaking first are

slim, here would be my new picks for
those traveling to Indianapolis:

Atlanta Region
Duke over LSU / Texas over West Vir
ginia / Texas over Duke
• If Texas can contain West Virginia’s
three-point shooting, they will meet up
with Duke, who will be coming off a
close and tiring win against LSU. Texas,
though a relatively young team, will end
J.J. Redicks’ amazing career with a bit
ter loss. Redick misses a three-pointer
and Texas wins the game.

Oakland Region
Memphis over Bradley / UCLA over
Gonzaga/Memphis over UCLA
• Bradley’s Cinderella run ends to an
incredibly athletic, pressing Memphis
Tiger team and will meet up with the
Bruins of UCLA, who are able to hold

Adam Morrison, who scores 24 but gets
no help from the rest of his team. Mem
phis will- overcome a Bruin friendly
crowd to prove they really deserve to be
a number one seed.
Washington, D.C. Region
UConn over Washington / Wichita St.
over George Mason / UConn over
Witchita St.
• UConn again does not live up to its
full potential, but will squeak out a win
over Brandon Roy and Washington.
George Mason has been exciting to
watch, but as an No. 11 seed they will
not be able to shock the equally impres
sive Shockers, who beat PC this year.
UConn and Rudy Gay finally bust
through their shell with a big win that
gives them major momentum at the Fi
nal Four.

Minneapolis Region
Boston College over Villanova/
Georgetown over Florida / Boston Col
lege over Georgetown
• Boston College muscles up and takes
down the great four guard set of
Villanova. Craig Smith delivers once
again down the stretch. Georgetown's of
fense will cause Florida problems and if
Noah fouls out, it will be a long day for
the Gators. Boston College, who has
seen Georgetown before in the Big East,
is able to figure out the Hoyas
defensively and pound the ball inside for
a trip to Indianapolis.
Let the Madness continue!
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Madness Season over, but future is bright
in full
swing
by

by

Bradley Chen ’08
Guest Writer

March Madness has arrived
and there is no other way to de
scribe the 2006 Men’s NCAA
tournament. After last year’s
tournament, in which mid-ma
jor teams Bucknell, UW-Milwaukee, and Vermont defeated
prestigious programs like Kan
sas, Boston College and Syra
cuse, this year top-ranked teams
knew they had to watch their
backs.
But the giant killers have
slain big-name teams in the first
and second rounds yet again.
The ’Cuse and Kansas fell again
in the first round to the No. 12
seed Texas A&M Aggies and
No. 13 seed Bradley Braves, re
spectively—and Bradley went
on to take down Pittsburgh as
well. Oklahoma was taken down
by UW-Milwaukee (a No. 11
seed) while Nevada was over
powered by Montana (a No. 12
seed).
What may have been the
most exciting game of the first
weekend was BC needing two
overtimes to overcome feisty
Pacific, while Jermaine Wallace
of Northwestern State a hit cor
ner three-pointer to topple Iowa
and Tennessee’s Chris Lofton
hit a similar shot to break the
hearts of Winthrop, both in the
final seconds of those games.
With TV ratings the highest
since 1997, fans can expect
many more twists and turns as
the Sweet Sixteen games resume
Thursday.
While all the games should
be exciting, most Providence
College fans will have their eyes
on the Villanova-BC match up.
Boston College struggled versus
Pacific (which upset fifthseeded Providence in 2004)
then beat Montana, while
Villanova crushed Monmouth
and inched past Arizona. BC
left the Big East after last year
and will bring a physical pres
ence against the shifty Villanova
four-guard lineup.
“Boston College had a tough
first round match up vs. Pacific,
but that only made them stron
ger. I feel that Craig Smith and
the size of the Eagles can keep
Villanova in check,” said Tim
Loehr ’08, who has Boston Col
lege in the Final Four in his
bracket.
Another interesting game is
Georgetown vs. Florida.
Georgetown defeated Ohio St.
(a No. 2 seed) in Ohio and has a
mean look in their eye under
Coach John Thompson III.
They face Coach Billy Donovan
(a PC graduate and former
player) and the Florida Gators,
who dispatched of the danger
ous UW-Milwaukee Panthers.
Frank O’Brien '08 likes
Georgetown’s style and predicts
the Hoyas into the Elite Eight
game. “Georgetown runs a
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Rich Slate ’ 06
Sports Staff

Sports often mirror life in
many positive ways, but some
times, unfortunately, sports can
also be very cruel to a person.
For instance, you
MEN’S fall short of what
HOCKEY you want to ac
complish in your
respective season but if you step
back afterwards and take a look
at the bigger picture, you real
ize that you did some great
things to get where you were in
the first place.
The Providence College
Men’s Hockey team is a great
example of this. In their 200506 campaign, the young Friars
(out of 27 players on the roster,
only four were seniors) over
achieved for much of the regu
lar season in the ultra-competi
tive Hockey East (four of the
league’s teams made the NCAA
field of 16).
The all important home-ice
for the playoffs came down to
the last regular season game at
Schneider, which PC lost 4-3 in
overtime to Merrimack—a loss
which sealed PC’s trip to
Durham, N.H., to meet the New
Hampshire Wildcats at the cav
ernous Whittemore Center.
PC lost to UNH two games
to none in the Hockey East
quarterfinals, ending their sea
son, but that hardly tells the
whole story of a remarkable sea
son for a first-year head coach—

Tim Army—or his resilient
group of players who almost all
had career-years under the
coach’s new offensive-minded,
aggressive system.
“It was a really exciting sea
son,” sophomore goaltender
Tyler Sims, who was named
Honorable Mention on the All
Hockey East Team. “Coach
Army changed a lot of our think
ing and outlook and the players
totally bought in. It was a great
learning year. Now it’s up to us
to grow and get better.”
The playoff series with UNH
was certainly a learning experi
ence for the young Friars. On
March 9, PC traveled to UNH
for Game 1. The teams skated
to a scoreless first period with
PC outshooting the Wildcats 98.
At 6:07 in the second period,
a UNH forward beat Friars
sophomore goalie Tyler Sims to
go up 1-0. Less than 10 min
utes later, UNH converted a
power-play to take a 2-0 advan
tage over the Friars. The period
would end that way, with PC
down 2-0.
Once again in the third, the
Wildcats scored a pair to take
the game, 4-0. The first was at
5:11 in the third after sustained
pressure in the PC defensive
zone. The second and last of the
game was an empty-net goal at
11:13, as Army pulled Sims
when PC had a power-play,
making it a two-man advantage.
The risky move didn’t pay off
on this night for the Friars.

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Freshman defender Cody Wild was named to the Hockey
East All-Rookie team after tallying 21 points on six goals and
15 assists this year. A Providence native, Wild led the Friar
defense in scoring and also had the team lead with four
game-winning goals.
“We didn’t come out ready
to play in game one,” sopho
more right wing Jon Rheault
said.
UNH had more shots, 30-27
while Sims made 26 saves in the
losing effort. The most frustrat
ing part for the Friars was their
inability to convert when they
had power plays.
Coach Army cited senior
defenseman James Pemberton’s
absence as a big key on the spe
cial team unit.
“We missed Pemberton the

last three weeks that he was hurt
because he’s a huge presence on
our power play,” he said.
“You’ve got to respect his shot
so it sets everything else up.”
With their backs against the
wall on March 10 at the
Whittemore Center, the Friars
did everything they could to stay
alive, but it wasn’t enough as
they fell in dramatic fashion: 21 in double-overtime.
“We showed so much heart
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Burned up, but not burnt out
by

Greg Hartwell ’07
Sports Staff

The Providence College
Men’s Lacrosse team got burned
up in Boca Raton, Fla., over
Spring Break, while squeezing
out a doubleMEN’S overtime vicLACROSSE tory last Satur
day. While
soaking in the sun down south,
the Friars faced-off against the
Yale University Bulldogs to
drop an 11-5 loss on Friday,
March 10. Traveling back north
to Philadelphia to face Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference
foe, St. Joseph’s, the Friars
would rally after their Fla. loss
to post an 8-7 victory in double
overtime on March 18.
Arriving in Florida on Mon
day, March 6, the 0-2 Friars had
time to prep themselves for their
upcoming game against Yale
University. Unfortunately for
them, the 1-2 Yale team came a
little more prepared on game
day.
Striking early and often the
Bulldogs took the momentum of
the game at 14:07 via a Daniel
Brillman goal. Soon to follow
at 14:01 was Kyle Washabaugh,
before Brillman struck again at
13:01. With two more unan
swered goals in the first period,
Yale seized the lead and would
not trail for the duration of the
game.

“Despite the score we played
really well,” said Head Coach
Chris Burdick. “After the first
quarter we were able to play
with them. I feel that our play
ers’ ability to stick in the game
is a tribute to their abilities.
One goal later and at 13:29
in the second quarter senior Tom
Kelly would show the first signs
of life from the Friar squad by
netting a goal off of sophomore
attackman Brendan Ryan’s as
sist.
The Bulldogs would retain
their six-point lead shortly after
at 11:44 before Friar Devin
McBride would score at 1:40
left in the second off of a senior
Michael Farley feed.
The second half did not seem
to bring with it a revived spirit
for the Friars or a change of
momentum, as the Bulldogs
once again led off the scoring.
Farley would score twice in
the remainder of the third quar
ter with assists attributed to
Kelly and graduate student
Jonathan Hollister. Kelly would
also start off the beginning of the
fourth quarter with a goal, be
fore Bulldog David Schecter
would net the last goal of the
game, posting a Yale victory 11 5.
“It was a tough game to
lose,” said Captain James
Courier. “They weren’t neces
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Junior Peter Littell helped Providence to victory over St.
Joseph’s — Pennsylvania — this past weekend. Littell
registered 14 saves for the Friars in the 8-7 overtime victory.

